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BAS IL I CATA
by VALERIE FORTNEY

Welcome to Basilicata, a region of natural
wonders and cultural splendor.Steeped in
history, you’ll find this small southern region
has it all - hilltop hamlets, captivating castles,
breathtaking scenery, and fascinating sights.

I first set foot in Basilicata twenty years ago
to discover the towns my grandmother’s
family came from. I returned a few years
later and found family still living in the
region. I came back again and again,
drawn by family ties, but also by the
hilltop hamlets that seemed frozen in time,
historic sights, and breathtaking scenery,
and finally decided to move to Basilicata.
Basilicata is one of the least-known
and least-populated regions in Italy. It
is cuddled between Puglia, Campania,
10

and Calabria, forming the boot’s oftoverlooked ankle and part of the instep.
While Basilicata can boast two slices of coast
on two different seas, its bulk is made up of
mountains and hills. There are billowing wheat
fields, olive groves and vine-striped hills.
But there are rocky and rugged mountains
where squiggly roads reach towns that seem
stopped in time, clinging to ridges and slopes.
The landscapes here have a raw and awesome
beauty, and it changes every few miles.
With just 600,000 residents, the region is
divided into only two provinces: Potenza
and Matera. The cultural blending of Greek,
Norman, Byzantine, Albanian, and Arab
create an almost exotic aura, with events
that date back centuries (or more) and
blend sacred and pagan rituals together.

Then there’s the food. Mangiamo! The region
makes use of that flat coastal plain to grow loads
of produce like eggplant, artichokes, zucchini,
and tomatoes, along with citrus, peaches and
apples, and strawberries. It’s a great region
for vegetarians, because many dishes utilize
legumes and the season’s veggies, but carnivores
won’t go hungry, either. Everything is enjoyed
in its season, at its freshest, and the flavors
will astound you. The wine. Oh yes, this part
will make you swoon (the Romans did, too).
Aglianico del Vulture is an underrated heavyhitter that is starting to gain more international
attention, so be sure to taste it; you’ll find
it pairs perfectly with the region’s dishes.
I came to love all those aspects of the region,
along with the unbridled hospitality. In
fact, they have a saying here, “L’ospitalità è
sacra” (hospitality is sacred) and they take
it to heart. The people will help make any
visit special. Primarily rural, Basilicata
also alluringly blends down-home charm
with upscale comfort and appealing art.
It has a well-rounded cultural life along
with pristine natural beauty, a great
combination. The word visitors frequently
use is “authentic” - because it is largely
unknown, this is the kind of place for
those who want a sense of discovery and
a touch of adventure in their vacations.
Your explorations here will be rewarded
with eye-popping scenery, historic places,
and personable hosts. This is a place where
traditional peasant fare becomes culinary
joy, where ancient dwellings meld with
contemporary styles, and where grazing sheep
occupy ancient archeological sites. World
class wines and outdoor adventure are two
big draws for Italian and foreign tourists these
days, who seek an inebriating blend of culture,
beauty, tranquility and adrenaline thrills.

About Valerie Fortney
Valerie Fortney lives in Basilicata where she
is a freelance writer, professional genealogist,
and cappuccino addict. Before moving to
Italy, she worked for a decade in the travel
industry and loves exploring hill towns,
ancient sites, and quirky festivals. She is the
author of 52 Things to See and Do in Basilicata
(available on Amazon), the first Englishlanguage guidebook dedicated to the region.
When not tapping away at her keyboard,
she can be found sipping cappuccino in
the piazza, participating in grape harvests,
or chatting it up with her fellow paesani.
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T H E S A S S I O F M AT E R A
Europe’s oldest city is a spectacular, eye-filling sight, and one that should be explored
leisurely rather than a quick pass-by. My first visit to Matera was years ago when there
were few tourists, and fewer hotels. It has gone through a rebirth since then, with homey
trattorias, swanky hotels and upscale eateries now populating the city. The Sassi -meaning
“rocks”- is the ancient part of Matera, the jumble of caves and built-out tufa homes that
speak of antiquity. It’s the third oldest city in the world and a UNESCO World Heritage Site.
While the shopping district and main piazzas sit on the level plain above, it is the Sassi
section that is the city’s true soul, an architecturally intricate place with stair-stepped streets
hugging the folds of the ravine, much more than a “cave city” as many articles suggest.
These ancient streets hide many treasures, so wander up and down and all around them.
Especially magical at night and when mist or fog rolls in, it becomes downright mystical.
12
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M A R AT E A
Sitting in an isolated world on Basilicata’s small slip of Mediterranean coast, Maratea is
dubbed “the pearl of the Mediterranean.” Its territory strings along the Gulf of Policastro
for 30 kilometers, abutting the Calabrian border. The name means goddess of the sea, and
that really sums up Maratea’s coastal beauty. Rocky landscapes plunge to a sapphire sea, with
coves, reefs, and beaches along its length. Up at the top is a towering statue of Christ, like
Rio de Janeiro, called Il Redentore, while midway between mountain and sea is the old town
with its pretty piazzetta and shops. The best restaurants are down at the porto boat harbor.
Try the stalwart Ristorante 1999 with an ever-changing menu of the day’s fresh catch and
outdoor tables looking at the boats in the harbor. Maratea is about detaching from the
world to enjoy the pristine water and seclusion for full relaxation. Hire a boat for a coastal
cruise, or rent a kayak to paddle away to blue grottoes and hidden beaches. Lu’Vranne beach
has been heralded as one of the most beautiful in Italy and is only reached by the water.
Maratea’s seashore offers exotic bland sand beaches, softer golden sand, hidden coves, and
surreal blue or green glowing sea caves to enjoy, all detached from the main tourist cities,
making it a true getaway. Several beach clubs are sprawling parks with tree-shaded sections,
plenty of space between umbrellas, and lush grounds along with the beach itself. La Secca
and next-door Il Mirto are two such luxury beaches. Even better, the Hotel Santa Venere is a
stately resort with five-star facilities that include a private beach, glittering pool, blissful
spa, and three restaurants, all wrapped up in a gorgeous garden and stellar sea views. The
private beach and gated seclusion are what draws many Italian celebrities to the resort.
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FAVO R I T E A D D R E S S E S :
Ristorante 1999
Porto di Maratea / +39 338 744 1250 / ristorante1999.it

La Secca Solarium
Via Secca, 4 Maratea / +39 097 387 1719 / lasecca.com

Il Mirto Solarium
Via Secca, 4 Maratea / +39 340 931 5076 / mirtomaratea.it

H o t e l S a n t a Ve n e r e
Via Conte Stefano Rivetti, 1 Maratea / +39 097 387 6910 / santavenere.it
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P O L L I N O N AT I O N A L PA R K
Vast wilderness isn’t the vision most people have of Italy, but much of Basilicata is
marked by mountains and it is home to Italy’s largest national park. The sprawling Parco
Nazionale del Pollino covers 743 square miles, unfolding across Basilicata and Calabria
with immense mountain landscapes where the twisted trunks of the pino loricato trees
are truly natural sculptures. These Bosnian pines are the park’s symbol; this is the only
place outside the Balkans that they’re found. Many trails lead to the alpine peaks and
rugged valleys, but the Garden of the Gods (Giardino degli Dei) is a great place to see the
majestic Bosnian pines, in the high-elevations between Rotondo and San Severino Lucano.
This outdoor lover’s dream is a chance to reconnect to nature through hiking, biking, or horse
riding, along with river trekking in summer months and snow shoeing in the winter snows. Or
just enjoy sitting in a beautiful alpine valley and enjoying a gourmet Italian picnic. The expert
guides at Info Pollino will set up tours and excursions to fit your wishes. You don’t have to give
up comfort or culture, either, because you can use a real castle as your base in Viggianello.
The four-star Castello dei Principi Sanseverino is a 16th century castle with spacious rooms, a
rooftop terrace bar, and historical atmosphere in a dominating hilltop location. Nature and art
collide at the Arte Pollino project, which has placed intriguing contemporary art installations
in several locales in the park by noted artists like Carsten Holler and Anish Kapoor. The
installations are in several locales of the park; the headquarters is in the spa town of Latronico.
18
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FAVO R I T E A D D R E S S E S :
C a s t e l l o d e i P r i n c i p i S a n s e ve r i n o
Via Marconi, 6 Viggianello - +39 347 749 2838

A r t e Po l l i n o
Via Giovanni Falcone, 3 Latronico - +39 097 385 9455 / artepollino.it

Pa r c o d e l Po l l i n o v i s i t o r ’ s c e n t e r
Corso Garibaldi, 12 Rotonda - +39 097 366 9311 / parcopollino.gov.it

I n f o Po l l i n o E x c u r s i o n s
Via Fiumara, 1 Viggianello - +39 338 233 3888 / infopollino.com
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DOLOMITI LUCANE
With jagged peaks and rocky pinnacles, the twisty spires of these mountains resemble the
northern Dolomites. Set in the mountainous middle of Basilicata, the heart of the Dolomiti
Lucane comprises two towns Castelmezzano and Pietrapertosa, both named among “i borghi
piu’ belli d’Italia” (Italy’s most beautiful villages). Cradled in the peaks, they look like they grew
spontaneously out of the rock itself. Pietrapertosa is the region’s highest town, at 1,090 meters
above sea level. Castelmezzano is lower at 850 meters but no less dramatic for it, as it tucks in the
folds of the rock and boasts an overlook that surveys many miles of the region’s hills. Pietrapertosa
draws star-gazers; with its lofty location and lack of light pollution, the celestial show is stellar.
The town’s unusual Rabatana district was the old Arab quarter, tucked into and under the rocks.
While Pietrapertosa had an Arab history, Castelmezzano’s was tied to the Knights Templar and
the two kept decidedly separated by the ravine and distrust for centuries. These towns joined
together in recent years, though, and offer an adrenaline rush that ramps up your holiday from
“ho-hum” to “heart-pounding fun.” The Volo dell’Angelo zip line flies at 120 kilometers per hour
across a deep gorge between the two towns. It runs from May through October. Those who prefer
to stay on the ground can enjoy some fun, too, with a two-seat quad (ATV) tour through the rugged
landscapes and glorious scenic views of this unusual mountain aerie by Dolomiti Discovery. Or
hike the many walking paths. The Sette Pietre (seven stones) path connects the two towns along
a sculpture-studded two-kilometer trail. Warning: it’s a steep climb up to Pietrapertosa! The
five-mile long Sentiero dei Giganti goes from Castelmezzano to the panoramic ridge above. Pick
up gourmet picnic foods at Peperusko in Castelmezzano or Rosticceria Cavuoti in Pietrapertosa.
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FAVO R I T E A D D R E S S E S :
Vo l o d e l l ’ A n g e l o
Via Roma, 28 Castelmezzano / +39 345 597 1309 / volodellangelo.com

D o l o m i t i D i s c ove r y To u r s
Strada Provinciale, 13 Castelmezzano / +39 320 869 6246 / dolomitidiscovery.it

Pe p e r u s k o
Via Corso V. Emanuele II, 31 Castelmezzano / +39 339 321 9684 / peperusko.com

Rosticceria Cavuoti
Via Nazionale, 8 Castelmezzano / +39 097 198 3528
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INTRIGUING VENOSA
An ancient Roman city that gave us the poet Orazio (Horace) of “carpe diem” fame, this charming
town has a captivating castle, remains of an ancient amphitheater, and a mysterious unfinished
basilica next to an older one with rumors of Templar ties. Add in rare Jewish catacombs, an
arcaded piazza with café tables, and its heart-of-wine-country setting, and Venosa is well worth
the trip. The Incompiuta (uncompleted) church resembles something mystical and ancient,
an ambition project that was never brought to completion, and is beautiful in its open-air
array of columns and walls. The grandiose castle holds remnants from the archeological site.

The Jewish catacombs are open by reservation / For info & reservations: +39 097 236 09
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Sample some Aglianico del Vulture at a winery, enjoy upscale meals at some classy eateries (or
home-style fare at a trattoria), and the slow-paced dolce vita that southern Italy is known for. Just
outside town, the Re Manfredi winery is a picturesque place to enjoy a tasting; stay afterwards to
relax and sip a glass in the garden with a view over the vines to the city. The Ristorante Al Baliaggio
is in a palazzo that once belonged to the Templars. Chef Angelo takes the likes of “ordinary”
eggplant parmesan, pumpkin ravioli, and shrimp risotto and elevates them to works of art with
tasty twists, along with culinary inventions of his own in the tasting menus with wine pairings.

FAVO R I T E A D D R E S S E S :
Re Manfredi
Contrada Piano di Camera - Venosa / +39 097 231 263 / gruppoitalianovini.it

Al Baliaggio
Via Vittorio Emanuele II, 136 - Venosa / +39 097 235 081 / albaliaggio.it
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Antica Osteria Marconi

Zà Mariuccia

Don’t be put off by the unassuming exterior,
because inside it’s a blend of old-world
appeal and sleek modern style, and keeps
that concept running through the menu, too.
Chef Giuseppe Misuriello guided his other
restaurant, Locanda Severino in Campania,
to a Michelin star while keeping his hometown Osteria in excellent standing, and has
chalked up awards from Italian press and
culinary organizations. He melds simple
ingredients with innovative twists, serving
them with eye-pleasing style, like handformed cavatelli pasta with chickpeas that
ramps up with local chestnuts and shaved
forest truffles. With a selection of fish,
meat and vegetarian dishes, they’re all
beautifully plated. Tip: If the weather is fine,
book a table in the hidden garden out back.

Overlooking Maratea’s boat harbor, the
unadorned dining room exudes a quiet,
homey ambiance with crystal wine glasses
and soft music, but most people scramble
for a coveted table on the balcony for its
romantic water view. In business since 1958,
it’s well renowned, and they do seafood
and land-based dishes with equal acclaim.
It’s also a Buon Ricordo restaurant; order
that specialty dish (fresh ricotta-stuffed
ravioli with lamb sauce) and take home
a hand-painted commemorative plate,
made in Vietri sul Mare. Many people
seek out the Buon Ricordo restaurants
around Italy, a program that emphasizes
regional dishes and quality dining, plus the
keepsake ceramics. The menu changes based
on the fresh catch and what’s in season.

Via Marconi, 233 - Potenza / +39 097 156 900
For more info Facebook: Antica Osteria Marconi

Via Grotte, 2 - Maratea Porto / +39 097 387 6163
For more: zamariuccia.it - info@zamariuccia.it

L’Incanto

Dedalo

With soft white tones and unadorned walls
in the dining room the chef puts the art on
the table, and reinterprets Basilicata’s classic
“peasant” dishes using the area’s organic
ingredients. He emphasizes substance over
style but still manages pretty plating of
each dish, nonetheless. Try the aglianico
wine-glazed pork filets or the saffronsauced paccheri pasta. Menu gives equal
attention to meat and seafood, as well as
veg options. There are daily tasting menus
or a la carte options, excellent wines
from Venosa, and a relaxed experience.
It’s set on a narrow lane in the old town.

This restaurant is Matera through and
through -from its cave setting to the rockinspired modern lighting to the simple
but profound sense of style. Sinewy
carved columns and a warm ambiance
set the scene for the fusion-local cuisine
with excellent wine cellar. For something
special, reserve the Dinner for Two in a
private grotto for an intimate, candle-lit
meal and attentive service. The elegant
lounge scatters club chairs and bistro tables
amidst the cave’s corners and sculptures,
and offers inspired eye-candy cocktails,
coffee drinks and a selection of teas.

Discesa Capovalle, 1 - Venosa /+39 097 236 082
ristorantelincanto.it /info@ristorantelincanto.it

Via D’Addozio, 136 - Matera / +39 083 519
73060 For more info visit: dedalomatera.com
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Locanda dell’Abate
A tiny osteria cloistered away in the glossy limestone streets of Montescaglioso, about
20 minutes from Matera, Chef Peppe is especially skilled at seafood preparations,
but also offers excellent terra-based menus, too. He’ll ask about likes and dislikes
and prepare a customized meal to suit. Don’t skip the abundant multi-plate
sampler antipasto. In a word: divine. There are few tables, so reserve in advance.
Largo Monterrone, 18 - Montescaglioso (MT) / +39 350 090 6730 / Facebook: Locanda dell’Abate

Essenza Lucano
Basilicata-born and now internationally distributed, Amaro Lucano is an herbal after-dinner
digestivo liqueur, still made in Pisticci. The secret blend of 30 herbs and spices was perfected by
Pasquale Vena in 1894, and he was knighted by the Royal House of Savoy, who came to love the
drink. The Vena family still helms the production of Amaro Lucano and at the factory they’ve
added a techy multi-media museum and tasting room that also features a daily cocktail along with
samples of the Lucano range of liqueurs. Summer aperitivo of prosecco or a cocktail with snacks
in the courtyard is especially enjoyable and convivial. Try the Lucano in Manhattan which blends
the Lucano with whisky and red vermouth. The liqueur-filled candies are boozy sweet treats.
Viale Cav. Pasquale Vena, Pisticci Scalo / +39 083 546 9207 / essenzalucano.it - info@essenzalucano.it

Cinecittà Bar
This star-studded bar is attached to Francis Ford Coppola’s exclusive resort hotel,
and features photos of Hollywood and Italian stars all over the walls. Dedicated to
the Rome Cinecittà Studios, it’s a pleasant place sip a glass of vino or a drink and to
people watch. Umbrella-decked tables outside oversee the local people parade and who
comes and goes from the hotel gates. Homey and upscale at the same time, folks come
and go, chit-chat and savor the drinks and people-watching; no reservations needed.
Corso Umberto I, 60 Bernalda / +39 083 554 9060 / For more info Facebook: Cinecitta Bar Bistrot
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Charlie’s Speakeasy
With a nondescript entrance door, well-crafted cocktails, and Roaring 20s-style
furniture to fit the theme, it’s what any good speakeasy should be. Lively and sociable,
there are also curtained nooks to hide away, outdoor tables, and the cocktail shakers
never stop bouncing. Drinks come with nice nibbles, or more substantial meals are
on offer, as well. But really, a speakeasy is about the quality drinks and cool setting.
On weekend evenings, the crowd overflows in the street, like a convivial block party.
Via Casalnuovo, 14 Matera / +39 329 429 4433 / For more info visit: Charlie’s Speakeasy Matera

Cantine del Notaio

Quarry Resort Roof Bar
The opposite of Charlie’s tucked-away bar, this one is all about the roomy roof
terrace with sweeping views of the Sassi and the pocked gravina beyond the
city. There is a fine array of cocktails, a Spritz menu with classic Aperol and
other inventions, and ample wine and beer selection, all served with snacks. I
love it for the wide views at sunset, with a chilled glass of prosecco-perfection.
Via San Giacomo, 39 Matera / +39 083 540 7836 / For more info: quarryresort.it - info@quarryresort.it
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In northern Basilicata’s volcanic wine
country at the foot of Monte Vulture,
Cantine del Notaio is one of the region’s
most noted and most beautiful wineries.
Book a wine tasting and tour that takes you
down to the brick arch-vaulted rock-hewn
cellars that unfold right below the streets
of Rionero in Vulture. The wines have
racked up countless awards at home and
abroad, from Gambero Rosso, the Italian
Sommelier Association, VinItaly, Wine
Enthusiast and others, so many, in fact,
that Sommelier Life declared it the winery
with the most awards in Italy. I take visiting
family there for the unique underground
passages and cellars, and the well-guided
wine tasting in the sunny upper streetlevel room. The tasting can also include a
sampler of local cheese and salami products.
Via Roma, 159 - Rionero in Vulture (Pz)
+39 097 272 3689 / For more info & wine
tasting booking visit: cantinedelnotaio.it
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Elisa & Janna
The namesake duo features Elisa with a fine arts degree in sculpture and the Janna, who is a
qualified gemologist. Together they make wearable metal and stone sculptural pieces that reflect
aspects of Matera and its surrounding nature. Their works are truly inspired and beautiful
and make excellent keepsakes of Matera, with jewelry-art imitating the city’s landscape.
Piazza del Sedile, 23 - Matera / +39 0835 165 2595 / For more information visit: elisajanna.com

Re/Dandy
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Lorusso Opera Arte e Arti

Designer Armando Capitanio’s sartorial workshop in Potenza’s old town center creates
whimsical and artistically-styled accessories that are also sustainable. Using recycled
and repurposed fabrics and elements from local sources, each piece is one of a kind
and hand-sewn. The offerings include edgy bow ties, jazzy half-ties, hats, handbags
and more, with something fun and whimsical for men, women, and kids alike.

A cooperative of contemporary artists working in varying styles and medium, from
paintings to sculptures, will satisfy modern art lovers and maybe present a must-have
unique keepsake from Matera. With a gallery in Spoleto Umbria, too, it’s a premier type of
locale. It is open to the public, and they host special exhibits throughout the year, as well.

Via Caporella, 3 - Potenza / +39 340 238 4578 / For more information visit: redandy.it - info@redandy.it

Via Ridola 4 - Matera / +39 083 525 6473 - For more information visit: operait.com - info@operait.com
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C e r a m i c s Wo r k s h o p s
Tucked away in the central mountains, the town of Calvello has a centuries-long
tradition of ceramics, and two artisans – Rocco Gallicchio and Licia Russo- carry on
the craft. The housewares include espresso cups, pitchers, platters, plates and much
more, and heavily feature the town’s signature blue bird motif. Handmade serving pieces
from Calvello were proudly used at Sophia Coppola’s wedding reception in Bernalda.
Arte Ceramica Val Camastra - Via Roma, Calvello / +39 328 767 6136 / Visit: arteceramicavalcamastra.it
La Bottega della Faenza - Via Plebiscito 28, Calvello / +39 329 636 4638 / Visit: La Bottega della Faenza

Matera Artisans
Throughout the city are shops and stands featuring the city’s clay and sculpted crafts, perfect
for sense-of-place souvenirs. From the colorfully-painted clay cucú birds, to the whimsicallyshaped whistles, or hand-carved tufa items there’s plenty to catch the eye. Another unusual
craft - the carved bread stamps, that were used to distinguish one’s loaves before taking
them to the neighborhood ovens for baking. Now they’re just sweet reminders of Matera.
Artisan street vendors are located throughout the Sassi and the shopping streets of Matera’s city center.
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GARGANO

R o d i G a r g a n i c o a n d Vi c o d e l G a r g a n o
Nature in Gargano is splendid, unspoiled and rich in biodiversity. A few kilometers’
drive will take you from waves plunging into rocks to slow-paced villages nestled among
the hills at the edge of Foresta Umbra. The town of Rodi Garganico is an ideal spot for
beach-goers looking to unwind the time and enjoy peaceful strolls with scenic views.
Active spirits will appreciate Vico del Gargano, among Italy’s most beautiful towns,
which rests on a hill at the edge of the Umbra Forest, with several immersive footpaths.
42
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S i p o n t o A r c h a e o l o g i c a l Pa r k
In-the-know travelers who appreciate architecture ought not to miss this permanent installation
by the eclectic artist Edoardo Tresoldi in the Archaeological Park of Siponto. His almost
transparent sculptures are made of wire mesh – an archaeological intervention of sorts - as if
piecing back together the collapsed remains of the Early Christian Basilica, Santa Maria Maggiore,
which stands next to the existing Romanesque church. Standing in front of the three-dimensional
masterwork you feel suspended in time and history; it is a treat for photography aficionados.
Viale Giuseppe Di Vittorio, s.n.c. - 71043 Manfredonia / +39 080 5285213 / For more info visit:
musei.puglia.beniculturali.it/musei/parco-archeologico-di-siponto / drm-pug.parcosiponto@beniculturali.it

Monte Sant’Angelo and the Sanctuary
Perched on a mountain, this delightful village is a great sample of medieval rural architecture
set into the natural landscape. In addition to this, the town is well-renowned since ancient
times as a pilgrimage destination for the several apparitions of San Michele Arcangelo in
the cave where a sanctuary has been erected (UNESCO site). The incline is challenging
but it’s worth finding your breath to enjoy the view over the Gulf of Manfredonia. Wander
through the cluster of houses in the Junno district, where time was long forgotten, and
sample the freshly baked San Michele bread, and the wafers filled with almond and honey.
44
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L a R i n a s c i t a d e i Tr a b u c c h i S t o r i c i F i s h i n g
These Trabucchi, ‘The Giants of the Sea’ have always been the guardians of the Gargano
coastline and will continue to remain as long as these ancient fishing methods will not be
replaced by technology. The notable aim of the Trabucchi Storici Association is to renovate
these historic wooden platforms and keep their memory alive with the helpful storytelling of
the master builders, Mastri Trabuccolanti (trabucchi constructors and fishermen). Join a fishing
experience where you can help the masters and learn the secrets of traditional fishing methods.
+39 327 427 6205 / For more info visit:

trabucchidelgargano.org

/ Instagram: trabucchistorici

Sail along the Gargano coastline
Monumental cliffs saluting the masterful sea from above and caves nestled into the rocks
make the coastline from the town of Mattinata to Vieste truly spectacular. Enjoy the views
from a privileged point on board of a private boat for the day. Swim in the deep cobalt
sea while lush stretches of pine trees dance in the gentle breeze, and discover hidden
bays such as Baia delle Zagare - accessible only by sea - with its enchanting faraglioni.
46
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Ristorante Il Capriccio
Passion is the basic instinct, a sensation that compelled Chef Leonardo Vescera to follow a ‘whim’
into a new reality. His wine bar meets restaurant, thus called ‘Il Capriccio’ (The Capricious One), sits
along the seafront in Vieste. Unpretentious décor and soft music allow the chef to conduct his culinary
symphony, developed while traveling the world and working as a chef for high profiles, including the
Italian Embassy in Paris. He combines a variety of techniques, including those of French and Japanese
chefs, and relies on the produce of farmers nearby to give each dish an element of local soul. The result is
a fine fusion experience. His wine list is one of the most refined in Gargano, with more than 500 labels.
Loc. Porto Turistico - 71019 Vieste / +39 088 470 5073 / ilcapricciodivieste.it / info@ilcapricciodivieste.it

A l Tr a b u c c o d a M i m ì
The iconic fishing rig makes this location an unmissable stop in Gargano. Party location, anyone?
Located on rugged cliffs along the coastline, the restaurant lies just next to the 100-year-old trabucco
belonging to the Ottaviano family whose fourth generation is still running the business with the same
gusto and energy. Enjoy freshly-caught seafood by the smiling fishermen who act like performers,
jumping along the wooden poles and heading straight into the kitchen. Linger until the sun sets
and watch the fire light up over the Adriatic Sea, a magic ritual at Trabucco. Stay a bit longer to
enjoy a glass of crisp wine while listening to soft live music performances. La Dolce Vita, isn’t it?
Loc. Punta San Nicola - 71010 Peschici / +39 088 4962556 / Visit: altrabucco.it / info@altrabucco.it
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G l i O r t i d i M a l va & Po r t a d i B a s s o
Perched on a cliff 100 meters above sea level, is Gli Orti di Malva and chef restaurant, Porta
di Basso. A great weekend spot in the charming town of Peschici, guest suites are elegant in
their simplicity; here you can wake up to the sound of the sea and the aroma of breakfast rising
up in the air, served on an enchanting rooftop. The view of a dining table almost hanging by a
string over the Adriatic Sea is second to none. You’ll appreciate the sense of space, privacy and
exclusivity. We suggest to start with wine and allow Chef Domenico Cilenti to lead the culinary
journey, paying great attention to the origins of his raw material and cooking accordingly.
Via Cristoforo Colombo, 38 - 71010 Peschici / +39 0884 35 51 67 / For more info visit:
portadibasso.it / Email: ristoranteportadibasso@gmail.com / Instagram: ristoranteportadibasso
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TRA NI

T h e S c o l a n ova S y n a g o g u e
Trani was home to a Jewish community of considerable proportion during the 13th century before
being seized during a wave on antisemitism and forced conversions in 1380. Scolanova was one
of four synagogues found in the ancient Jewish quarter. The temple is a beautiful example of
Apulian Romanesque architecture. Six centuries later the church was reinstated as a synagogue
and now is now an active house of worship since 2005. The limestone temple is modest is size and
architecture but holds significant visual impact with three windows on its eastern wall (one on
each side of the Torah Ark), and is dominated by a tympanum with the Star of David perched atop.
Via Scola Nova - 76125 Trani / +39 0883 481799 / +39 393 375 7734 (contact Iat Trani)
turenum@prolocotrani.it / For more information on special tours, contact Jewish Community
of Naples: napoliebraica@gmail.com / Recommended read: A Mediterranean Jewish Quarter
and Its Architectural Legacy: The Giudecca of Trani, Italy (1000–1550); Mauro Bertagnin,
Ilham Khuri-Makdisi, and Susan Gilson Miller https://www.jstor.org/stable/41758017
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T h e C a t h e d r a l o f Tr a n i
Dedicated to Saint Nicholas the Pilgrim, the Cathedral of Trani is a fine example of Apulian
Romanesque architecture with interior simplicity that the Normans were known for. Historians
recall that the cathedral was built on the remains of a Roman catacomb in honor of Saint Leucius
before the crusades arrived on the east coast of Puglia; one of those crusaders was Nicola the Pilgrim.
The cathedral was built using the typical limestone of Trani, an extremely light calcareous tuff which
gives the building a color that radiates against the sky. Its position by the sea affords the worldfamous cathedral a grand presence, enhanced by the 13th century bell tower that dominates the port.
Piazza Duomo - 76125 Trani / +39 0883 500 293 / Visit: cattedraletrani.it / rettore@cattedraletrani.it

T h e C a s t l e o f Tr a n i
One of the most intriguing Swabian castles of Frederick II, this monument was built in
1233 to protect the city from attackers coming from the sea. An illustrious entrepreneur
of his time, this castle also served as a hub for his network of fortresses in the region. It
became the beloved residence of his son, Manfredi of Sicily, and the chosen location for
his royal wedding ceremony with Princess Elena of Epiro. Legend has it that the castle Is
haunted by the ghost of Armida who was punished by her husband for being unfaithful
and left in a cell where she starved to death. Locals say she appears during the full moon.
Piazza Manfredi Re, 16 - 76125 Trani / +39 088 350 6603 / +39 080 528 5249
For more information email: pm-pug.castelloditrani@beniculturali.it / rosa.mezzina@beniculturali.it

Castel del Monte
Legends of this castle are many. There are documents that indicate the presence of a Benedictine
monastery prior to the construction of the castle, which would explain its octagonal plan as the circle
represents the union of the earth with the divine, perhaps a spiritual reconciliation with the Creator.
The 13th century marvel is situated atop a hill in the region of Andria, and was believed to
have been surrounded by dense forest. Imagined by Emperor Frederick II who inherited the
lands of his mother, Constance of Sicily, the visionary king left no testament to the reason
for its construction. Whether it was a defense fortress or a spiritual center, we may never
know, but can certainly witness the emperor’s state of enlightenment. Guide recommended.
6123 Andria - Province of Barletta-Andria-Trani / +39 0883 569 997 / +39 388 302 6000
(private visits) / For info visit: casteldelmonte.beniculturali.it / casteldelmonte@novaapulia.it
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Casa Sgarra
Sgarra is the brainchild of three brothers who applied their love of food to turn a family dream into reality.
A meal here is an exercise in storytelling. The innovative dishes, prepared with the finest locally-sourced
ingredients bring forth traditional flavors, all served in a tastefully decorated, modern space. Success did
not arrive overnight for Michelin-starred chef Felice Sgarra (since 2013), however; his journey as a culinary
master began with the Umami project and led him back home to create Casa Sgarra. The impeccable service
of maître Roberto and sommelier Riccardo make this family affair deserving of their multiple awards.
Lungomare C. Colombo, 114 - 76125 Trani / +39 0883895968 / Visit: casasgarra.it / info@casasgarra.it
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Corteinfiore
Tucked in a charming courtyard of a 16th-century palace, Michele Matera’s restaurant focuses on
Mediterranean cuisine with bold revisions. He has proudly formed a team of talented young chefs who
are passionate about food and came together to create a menu that highlights the abundance of the
sea and riches of the farmland nearby. Seasoning is not an offense here; in fact the chefs enjoy playing
with the ingredients to create a riot of flavors. Signora Maria (Michele’s mother) prepares exceptional
homemade desserts in-house, all served alongside a selection of carefully chosen, Italian wine.
Via Ognissanti, 18 - 76125 Trani / +39 0883 508402 / For info visit: corteinfiore.it / info@corteinfiore.it

L u l a Tr a n i
The newest address for a taste of Apulian pastries, LuLa is a contemporary bakery and
pastry shop whose tagline is ‘Bread and Dessert’. What else does one need? Created by Luca
Lacalamita, the bakery is a compilation of his extensive travels and experience around the
world. Lacalamita returned to his homeland to conceive a space for experimentation, combining
craftsmanship, research of seasonal products and sourcing raw materials from local producers.
You’ll find signature delicacies such as the pane al cioccolato and breads baked according to
tradition, including the mother yeast Giotto dedicated to the rose window of Trani’s cathedral.
Corso M.R. Imbriani, 102 - 76125 Trani / +39 08831985571 / For info visit: lulatrani.it / shop@lulatrani.it
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Quintessenza
A culinary quartet of brothers who teamed up to showcase their passion for Puglia’s rich
gastronomic heritage, surprising guests with a bounty of recipes born and bred in southern
Italian hospitality. In a minimalist and comfortable setting, guests relax and enjoy a ride
across the sea with local oysters, Atlantic codfish and fresh catches of the day. Their innovative
technique relies on highest quality local produce, and balanced with interesting wine pairings.
Via Nigro, 37 - 76125 Trani / +39 0883 880 948 / quintessenzaristorante.it / info@quintessenzaristorante.it

Giulia Ristorante & Bottega
Chef Vito Sassanelli follows his grandmother’s emotional sentiment towards culinary
art; once again, Puglia’s young generation shows us there is nothing ordinary about
regional cuisine. The restaurant is cozy with just enough space for 10 tables indoors,
with a charming outdoor setting. Warm service and attention by staff. Dish names
contrast with surprising serving techniques for a delightful dining experience.
Piazza Cesare Battisti, 9 - 76125 Trani / +39 0883 198 5213 / giuliaristorante.com / info@giuliaristorante.it
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E d wa r d - Wo m a n & M a n
Wise men have always recommended that we invest for the future; and so it is, a women’s boutique
with celebrated labels from the runways of Milan, Paris, and New York. Alongside its chic and
sophisticated collection is a lineup of must-have seasonal shoes and accessories that will carry
you through many more. There is an equally refined boutique for men, just down the road.
Corso Vittorio Emanuele, 215-222 - 76125 Trani / +39 0883 588 912 / edwardonna.it / info@edwardonna.it

Quadra
Make room in that travel bag. Quadra doesn’t just house a rich collection of prestigious names
and innovative Italian designers, but it is a house of design itself. Clothing, footwear, accessories,
fragrance, and jewelry abound. Puglia has always been an important epicenter for textile production;
Quadra relies on this tradition to show that Apulians have a place in the history of Italian
fashion and go beyond to offer a fresh style ethos that is definitively Italian and contemporary.
quadrashop.it - Men & Women: Via Avv. Vittorio Malcangi, 21/23 - 76125 Trani / +39 0883 482323
quadra.trani@gmail.com / Special Collections: Via Mario Pagano, 247/25 - 76125 Trani / +39 0883 507597
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Nugnes 1920
Style definitely runs deep in the Nugnes family. This ultra-refined boutique has a rich
family heritage dating back to the early 20th century when grandfather and founder,
Giuseppe Nugnes, worked as the tailor of the nobles and wealthy bankers back in the 50s.
The boutique is housed in Palazzo Pugliese, historically listed building in the center of
town, coincidentally an ideal space to showcase fashion art forms with sleek interiors,
frescoed ceilings, and a contemporary lounge to contemplate collections over coffee.
Men’s boutique: Corso Vittorio Emanuele, 195 - 76125 Trani / +39 0883 588863 - Women’s boutique:
Corso Vittorio Emanuele, 183 - 76125 Trani / +39 0883 582620 / nugnes1920.it / order@nugnes1920.it
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BAR I
No visit to Bari would be complete without a peek into the kitchens on “Via delle Orecchiette” (near
the Arco Basso) where the women lay their freshly made pasta to dry en plein air under the Apulian
sunshine (best time to go is the morning). The historic quarter is best explored with a knowledgeable
guide who will point out beautiful spots, forgotten and frequented, including the Ruderi di Santa Maria
del Buonconsiglio, a former Byzantine church. Make a stop for fresh focaccia at Panificio Fiore. Then,
just outside the walls of the historic city are local fishermen sifting through wet nets for fresh seafood.

Te a t r o Pe t r u z z e l l i
Completed in 1902, this theatre is a monument of pride principally to local Barese but also regionwide: everything from cinematic events to music and dance performances are featured here. Timeless
arts have taken to the stage of Petruzzelli, including the works of Verdi, Puccini, Piccinni and Bellini.
Corso Cavour, 12 - 70121 Bari / +39 080 9752 850 / For more info visit: fondazionepetruzzelli.it
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Pa l a z z o F i z z a r o t t i
Construction of this eloquent palazzo began in 1850 but was completed in 1879 by entrepreneur
Emanuele Fizzarotti. Its Venetian Gothic façade was planned by Ettore Bernich, while the masonry
and stone works were entrusted to Nicolangelo Favia, under the direction of Augusto Corradini
who recorded the arrival of Doge Orseo II in 1002 who freed the city of Bari. The paintings
inside are the works of Francescao Rega with help of worksers from Venice and Ravenna. It is
said that Fizzarotti may have been inspired by his travels with Rockefeller. After the landing
of the allies in southern Italy, Palazzo Fizzarotti became the seat of the allied officers’ club.
Corso Vittorio Emanuele, 193 - 70122 Bari / +39 080 521 2988 / For more info visit:
palazzofizzarotti.com / Email: palazzofizzarotti@gmail.com / Visits by appointment only

Pa l a z z o d e l l ’ A c q u e d o t t o
Entrusted to Cesare Brunetti in 1927, the Palazzo dell’Acquedotto Pugliese boasts a splendid
architectural style, inspired by the Apulian Romanesque of the most famous monuments
of Puglia. This cultural landmark embodies the shape of water, a tribute to the vision of its
commissioner to bring water to the formerly barren fertile lands of Puglia. Inside is a rich
gallery of wall paintings, stone sculptures, furniture and artistic friezes, all inspired by the
world of water, the result of the genius of Italian painter and sculptor, Duilio Cambellotti.
Via Salvatore Cognetti, 36 - 70121 Bari / +39 0805 723 083 / For more information visit: wowpuglia.it

Grotte di Castellana
Located on the north side of the Itria Valley, researches claim that this natural
heritage site formed more than 90 million years ago. Located more than sixty meters
under the earth’s surface are three kilometers of dimly lit trails, bordered by natural
stalactites, stalagmites, fossils and immense slabs of icicles dripping painstakingly
slow in the deep silence. Private tours and private events can be booked in advance.
Editor’s tip: book the Speleo Night tour after-hours + a candle-lit aperitivo in a womb of the earth.
Piazzale Anelli - 70013 Castellana Grotte (Ba) / +39 080 499 8221 / Visit: grottedicastellana.it
Email: segreteria@grottedicastellana.it / To buy tickets online: grottedicastellana.it/en/tickets/
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La Bul
In one of the most bustling corners in town is this vintage-soul venue where you can enjoy a
delightful dinner, with outdoor dining options in the internal garden. Chef Antonio Scalera
undertakes gourmet interpretations of traditional dishes, and a meticulous selection of wines feature
some 200 labels curated by Francesca, sommelier and wife of Scalera. Recommended address.

/ bari

” I t wa s a b o l d m a n
who first tasted an
Oyster“
- Jonathan Swift

Via Pasquale Villari, 52 - 70122 Bari / +39 080 523 0576 / For info email: ristorantelabul@gmail.com

Oyster Bari
Oyster Bari is a bar/eatery with an easy-going vibe and high-aesthetic dishes curated by Chef
Lorenzo Lacriola. A variety of oysters are sourced fresh and delivered twice a week with mixology
proposals that include interesting gins. It almost feels like you’re in New York here and then
the Barese accent kicks in. Recommended address for apertivos, dinner and even brunch.
Via Nicolò Putignani, 71 - 70121 Bari / +39 331 569 6968 / For info visit: oysterbari.it / info@oysterbar.it
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Ristorante Biancofiore
A reliable address for a traditional Apulian dinner in the heart of the port city, with modern
twists by talented Chef Giacinto Fanelli, all served alongside primary ingredients
from the beautiful countryside. Desserts are as delicious as they are photo-worthy.
Corso V. Emanuele, 13 - 70122 Bari / +39 080 523 5446 / ristorantebiancofiore.it / biancofiore.diego@libero.it

Hagakure Noh Samba
Everything about this place oozes fusion, from the décor to the dishes. Word of Chef
Daniel Cavuoto’s culinary creations has been spreading quickly since the opening of
the eatery, highlighting his capacity to combine impeccable technique with a great
diversity of products. Expect an eclectic mix of Asian-Mediterranean and Brazilian
Fusion with Apulian and French influences, all served in a lively Brazilian-style setting.
Via S. Cognetti, 29 - 70121 Bari / +39 080 883 4478 / hagakurenohsamba.it / info@hagakurenohsamba.it

Ve t t o r
An exceptional venue and dining concept that marries southern Apulian tradition and Japanese
culture. Technique and inspiration reign free here, thanks to true internationalists in the kitchen.
Born and bred in Bari, chef, and owner Nicola Ricci trained professionally alongside Japanese
sushi masters, an experience that instilled the necessary discipline to skillfully develop his
experimental menu without altering traditional techniques. Start with the Duck Chirashi and
Oyster & Gin Tonic before exploring the first, seconds and the line-up of special Uramakis.
Via Giuseppe Bozzi, 73 - 71021 Bari / +39 351 050 5697 / ristorantevettor.it / info@ristorantevettor.it
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R ù Pe r u a n o
A rich fusion kitchen with a palpable soul, Rú Peruano is the only Peruvian restaurant in
Bari; the menu showcases staples from Peru alongside Asian and European influences. Set
on three floors, the restaurant has a Premium Bar, inviting you to join a sensory experience
pre et après diner with street food interpretations of their menu for informal dining.
Via Andrea da Bari, 14-16 -70122 Bari / +39 351 862 9909 / For info: ruperuano.it / fagamisrl@gmail.com

Mezcla
Mezcla is an international kitchen that highlights Bari’s rising capital status and culinary passion.
The restaurant may be small in size but the menu combines ‘the best of ’ international cuisine.
The seafood tartar is noteworthy. Locals refer to this restaurant as the best in town for mixology.
Via Giuseppe Bozzi, 53 - 70121 Bari / +39 080 698 2113 / For info visit: mezcla.it / info@mezclabari.it
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Ve r o n e r o C a f f è
60 years and going strong, Vero Nero Caffe’
has that perfect coffee and interior space that
we all need when we’re on the road. With its
elegant interior design and creative menu of
panini and shakes, this city-center spot is
perfect for late breakfast, all-day coffee and
might we say, catching up on work. Choose
your favorite brew and pack it home, too.
Via Niccolò Piccinni, 81- 70122 Bari / +39 080 523
9588 / For info visit: veronero.it / info@veronero.it

Speakeasy
A sanctuary for mixology enthusiasts on the
seafront. The ambience and the drinks owe
much to the Prohibition era, in fact, you can
only get it in if you receive a number from
one of the two managers. We hope you’ll get
an affirmative answer so that you can enjoy
their particularly cool selection of cocktails
inspired by the colonial era, pre-prohibition
and of course, the day after - all in a 1920s
style setting. Love Negroni? Try the Robinson.
Largo Giordano Bruno 32/34 - 70121
Bari / +39 333 979 9895 / For more visit:
speakeasybari.com / info@speakeasybari.com
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Puglia Design Store
Every city that respects its culture and creators is home to a design store. Here in Bari, the Puglia
Design Store is the heart of Puglia’s artisan spirit. Born and situated in Spazio Murat, one of the
most happening cultural hubs in town, it is the first concept store dedicated to local designers
and craftspeople featuring everything from the iconic ‘luminarie’ (a region-wide festival of lights
that Dior helped to put on the map in 2020 with its Lecce Fashion Show) to eclectic textiles and
furniture pieces, celebrating the synergy between historic techniques and innovative design.
Piazza del Ferrarese -70122 Bari / +39 080 205 5856 / pugliadesignstore.com / segreteria@pugliadesignstore.it

P i a t t i n i D a va n g u a r d i a
An avant-garde decor boutique whose funky ceramic ware and accessories are decked in power
phrases inspired by daily life and funny catchprases. Great idea for souvenirs and an excellent way
to practice not just Italian, but regional dialects, too. You can also ask them customized decorations.
Via N. de Giosa ,53 - 70121 Bari / +39 320 060 9088 / piattinidavanguardia.com / piattinidavanguardia@gmail.com
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Corderia 1995

M i c a e l a Tr i z i o C a i a t i

If anything, this place is first and foremost an art gallery and then a furniture store. The
interior setup constantly changes with must-have pieces that you won’t be able to leave
behind: porcelain and silver collections, fabrics for the home or office, contemporary
works of art and unique home accessories. Sandro, owner of the design boutique,
engages with each client about the overall project/space, personal taste and objectives.

It must have been the California air during
her schooling, or perhaps the rich velvet
colors of Puglia, that inspire the immaculate
designs of entrepreneur and curator
Micaela Caiati. Her portfolio of jewelry
and accessories includes bespoke creations
for clients discerning tastes, with pieces
inspired by royal family collections, nature,
and contemporary art. Flawless every time.

Via XXIV Maggio, 39 - 70125 Bari / +39 080 524 1050 / Visit: corderia1995.it / info@corderia1995.it

Via Sparano, 93 - 70121 Bari / +39 080 521 6746 / For
info visit: triziocaiati.com / info@triziocaiati.com

Mossa Gioielli Bari
Heir to the oldest and most prestigious
family of jewelers in southern Italy, Mario
Mossa’s boutique is long a point of reference
for prestigious timepieces, precious stones,
diamonds, pearls, corals, and jewelry
collections, expanding the family influence
well beyond Bari. The iconic shop has certainly
expanded since its founding in 1854, and
from the outside resembles a watch chain.
Via Sparano da Bari, 44 -70121 Bari / +39 080 521
8835 / mariomossa.it / direzione@mariomossa.it
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M a i s o n O p e r a t i ve
The inspiration behind this hip shop? The pinball machine - in fact, any vintage arcade game. An array
of shapes, led lights and metal materials take you on another kind of journey at this international street
culture boutique where design and fashion combine aesthetically and continuously – mix and match
textures and materials to create your own statement in haute taste. Dare we say, grunge according to
Maison Operative can play off classic and even feminine. The curators of the collection are always one
step forward in anticipating design trends for men and women, and their innovative eye is palpable.
Corso V. Emanuele, 62 -70122 Bari / +39 080 864 1867 / maisonoperative.com / shop@maisonoperative.com

Mimma Ninni
Fashion is far from forgotten and Mimma Ninni is proof that creation is everywhere. Each of the
window displays – more than 20 in number - is a unique space where the research for aesthetic
composition of luxury brands can be seen and appreciated. Mimma Ninni has been a point of reference
for fashion enthusiasts for more than 30 years with collections for men and women. What started as a
modest business has grown into one of the city’s most successful businesses with three shops in Bari.
Via Nicolò Putignani, 45/A - Additional locations: Via Melo da Bari 91/B | Via Putignani, 26 - 70121 Bari
+39 080 351 9580 / +39 080 528 2921 / For more information visit: mimmaninnishop.com
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Noi Bari

Boutique Luciana

An urban container for menswear, sportswear, and accessories, NOI Bari is dedicated to the
contemporary gentleman in search of sophisticated luxury; the particular cut of a dress shirt, the
details on a pair of trousers - it’s all there. Brands include Allegri, Dior, Rick Owens, Lanvin, and more.

Luciana has been dressing the dames of Bari since the 1960s with her impeccable selection of dresses,
coats, trousers and accessories. There are two locations in Bari, just meters from one another, where
celebrated luxury brands are featured alongside emerging-and-already-unmissable talents. Brands
include Alexander Wang, Brunello Cucinelli, Marc Jacobs, Jil Sander, Proenza Schouler, Eres and more.

Via Alessandro Maria Calefati, 24 - 70121 Bari / +39 080 926 5128 / For more info visit: aboutnoi.com

Via Dante Alighieri, 31 -70121 Bari / +39 080 521 1886 / Visit: lucianabari.com / info@lucianabari.com

C.A.M. boutique
A distinguished shop in the center of Bari with best-of-British style. Among the city’s wellknown boutiques with a reputation for repeat clients since the 1950s, C.A.M. offers some
of the finest labels in the fashion industry, from the runway to lesser-known British and
Italian ateliers. A good address to keep on hand for last-minute soireès or celebrations.
Via Nicolò Piccinni, 68 - 70122 Bari / +39 080 521 8984 / Visit: cambari.altervista.org / cam.bari@libero.it

Culpado
This concept story is one of the big players in the city, offering a host of contemporary,
exclusive and international collections. Labels on offer include Gucci, Armani, Prada,
Louis Vuitton, and Hermes alongside particular Italian brands such as Fiorucci and
Dondup, among others. The curators of the Culpado collection did not stop at fashion;
to them, art and design are a natural dynamic duo which is why you’ll find artworks by
painters, photographers, designers and emerging artists, alongside the latest collections.
Via Sparano da Bari, 85 - 70121 Bari / +39 080 521 3963 / culpado.com / culpado@bananabenzbari.i

Claude

PARTNER LOCATIONS:
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DES Boutique

Anteprima Extra

Matera - Women’s boutique
Via Casalnuovo, 10 / Instagram: desboutique

Altamura - Men & Womenswear
Piazza Zanardelli, 11 / Instagram: anteprimaextra

Smart wardrobe pieces and the season’s leading themes, fabric and cuts, Claude is worth
a visit. The friendly service and advice of staff are a plus. With an aesthetic of minimalism
in place, the chic Francaise en Italie style pops out to offer a lovely shopping experience.
Via Antonio Beatillo, 45 - 70121 Bari / +39 080 524 4686 / Facebook: Claude / claude.bari.adelfia@gmail.com
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Apulian
vintage finds
Bidonville Store
If you have a particular eye to spot a high-net-worth vintage piece, add a stop
to this boutique. Cool finds include graphic t-shirts, leather jackets, vintage
eyewear and accessories, dresses, hats, and also handbags of well-known labels.
Via Melo da Bari, 224/226 - 70121 Bari / +39 080 990 5699 / For more info visit Facebook: Bidonville

U r b a n - C o s e d a ve s t i r e
A treasure trove of styles for men and women that will take you across the seasons, from day to
night, office to dance floor, and in a range of prints, textures and fabrics reminiscent of some
kind of 70s show. What’s a vintage shop without a fabulous collection of belts, hats and handbags?
Via Imbriani, 115 - 70121 Bari / +39 080 553 9612 / For info: Facebook: Urban / delfrassino.f@gmail.com

S c é n à r i o Vi n t a g e
A great blast from the past: Scenario Vintage is a great find for luxe vintage and highstyle pieces that are in fashion today as they were back in the 80s. Each garment
is carefully selected and studied, sterilized, washed, ironed, and displayed anew.
Via Nicola de Giosa, 22 - 70121 Bari / +39 346 240 0980 / For more info visit: scenariovintagestore.com
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/ ostuni

O s t e r i a d e l Te m p o Pe r s o
A gastronomic journey back in time to dinner in a 15th century cave at the clifftops of
Ostuni. The traditional rock houses are the cornerstone of The White Town, visible from the
coastline and kilometers on away, and the owners of this osteria preserved them to ensure
guests a timeless experience. Locals and travelers alike are seen here often. Interiors feature
a dialogue between the millennial rock and eclectic furniture, while at the adjacent dining
lounge you can sample sophisticated dishes of Ostunese culture and Apulian traditions
prepared with the finest local produce. Generous vegetarian options. Booking required – ask
for the round table in the cave. For special occasions, book the private terrace above the grotto.
Via G. Tanzarella Vitale, 47 - 72017 Ostuni / +39 083 130 4819 / For info visit: osteriadeltempoperso.com

OS T U N I

L a Ta ve r n a d e l l a G e l o s i a
About 30 years ago, Caterina became enamored with the infinite views of the olive grove and the sea
from the white limestone houses, and decided it was her personal mission to share that beauty with
others. La Taverna della Gelosia is the fruit of her vision, a peaceful nest in the busy old town. Several
terraces offer outdoor seating with a magnificent view while indoors are a shabby chic-like setting
with sacred icons on the walls. The house chef proposes a refined selection of local meat and fish,
following traditional recipes that are delicately reinterpreted. A lovely setting for romantic dining.
Vicolo Tommaso Andriola, 26 - 72017 Ostuni / +30 083 133 4736 / For info visit: tavernadellagelosia.it
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Po r t a N ova

A l S o l i t o Po s t o

Set above the entrance to the old city and accessed via an uphill cobblestone path, Porta Nova
is one of those must-try restaurants thanks to its captivating views, warm interiors, and fine
cooking with immaculate service to match. The menu is a tribute to the land of Puglia and
nature’s generosity in bearing exceptional raw materials, with nuances of international cuisine.
Sip fresh wine while admiring the surroundings: the natural romantic air here makes it perfect
for couples and small groups. The house cellar features prestigious regional and national labels.

Around the corner from the new Palazzo Roma cinema is Al Solito Posto, a long-time
institution for the residents of La Citta’ Bianca (The White City), and always a pleasant
discovery for visitors. The menu features the right balance between tradition and
experimental cuisine, relying on regional recipes passed down for generation. On menu is
also a selection of pizzas for vegetarians. Outside seating among the trees and flowers offers
a lovely setting, while indoors is suitable for those who appreciate a cooler environment.

Via Gaspare Petrarolo, 38 - 72017 Ostuni / +39 083 133 8983 / For more info: ristoranteportanova.com

Via Cesare Braico, 37 - 72017 Ostuni / +39 083 130 5850 / For more info visit: ostunialsolitoposto.it

Casa San Giacomo
Casa San Giacomo is a hidden gem in the old town. Far from the popular restaurants of bright
lights and bustling tables, you’ll be transported into an intimate ambience. Although the chef is busy
interacting with all the ingredients in the open kitchen, the soft yellow lights and the wooden interiors
invite you to feel at home, or at least, in a private chef ’s kitchen. The course of dishes is prepared with
deep knowledge of traditions and skillful use of ingredients to create an exceptional experience.
Via Bixio Continelli, 4 - 72017 Ostuni / +39 328 238 8457 / For more info: casasangiacomo@gmail.com
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The Sanctuary - Beach Retreat
After a long time hiding at home, the idea of embarking on an eco-retreat calls out to those
looking for a space that is truly timeless - in design, cuisine, and comfort. A sister property of The
Sanctuary in Rome and Milan, this new eco beach project on the shores of the Adriatic takes all
the rustic beauty of Puglia and wraps it up with their holistic hospitality concept: simplicity with
emotion, function with elegance, communal alongside the intimate. The old fishermen’s refuge wins
new life inviting artists, musicians, and internationalists to disconnect, reconnect and connect.
Via del Procaccia - 72017 Ostuni / +39 347 457 0894 / thesanctuaryroma.it / Instagram: thesanctuaryostuni
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Malibù
You can feel the pulse of the catwalk from the outside and from the inside, a veritable find
is minutes away. Malibu is a self-declared space dedicated to cutting-edge fashion and
avant-garde creativity. Feel as if you were in your best friend’s walk-in wardrobe. Service is
impeccable (would you like a café?) with sleek furniture pieces to immerse in contemplation
and floor to ceiling mirrors to admire the flawless finishing of each piece. An address for
brands like Givenchy, Isabel Marant, Herno, Valentino, Les Hommes and much more.
Via Monsignor G. Palma, 67 - 72017 Ostuni / +39 083 109 3508 / For more visit: malibuconceptstore.it
You can find other Malibu shops in: Monopoli, Savelletri, Rosamarina Resort, Masseria Calderisi

Amore Boutique
Amore Boutique is hard to miss; the eye-catching ensembles at the window and Art Deco-styled
walls are full of jewelry, accessories, candles and perfume reel you in. There are almost 100 varieties
of fragrances to explore. In the next room is a curated selection of high-end fashion pieces by
Conny (the owner) and a seasonal collection of shoes and accessories that deserve a place in every
jetsetter’s wardrobe. A second location in Brindisi offers accessories, home décor and parfumerie.
Via Pola, 70 - 72017 Ostuni / +39 083 130 2497 / For more info visit: boutiqueamore.it
Corso Giuseppe Garibaldi, 85 - 72100 Brindisi / +39 0831 162 7739 / Email: profumiamore@gmail.com
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A LBERO B E LLO
Tr a t t o r i a Te r r a M a d r e
In an old complex of seven historic trulli, Apulian entrepreneur Alessandro converted the historic
stables into a kitchen and the cone houses into dining rooms. He left nothing to chance: everything
on the land is put to good use: the menu is written on blackboards, the small vineyard provides
the wine, the vegetable garden is cultivated for produce in the internal courtyard, each bundle of
crops bearing the names of seasonal vegetables that are freshly picked, making this a kid-friendly
destination. Naturally, dishes are prepared with their farm-based produce and an incredible love
for cooking. A frequency of positive vibes is evident upon entry with the genuine smiles of the
staff. Book a table in the courtyard and opt for the shared antipasti to taste the land in creation.
Piazza Sacramento, 17 - 70011 Alberobello / +39 327 44 59 979 / +39 080 432 4326 / trattoriaterramadre.it

I l Po e t a C o n t a d i n o
Owner and Chef Marco Leonardo Antonion launched his gastronomic adventure with a family
history in the restaurant business dating back to the 1980s. He renovated an abandoned stable into
a liberty-style space with a rustic soul. He started off by creating ‘poetic’ dishes out of local and
simple ingredients, never relinquishing his commitment to continuous research and inspiration.
Dishes feature authentic Apulian flavors enhanced by the finest wine from the region, handpicked
by the chef. The wells of the former stable house the wine cellars with more than 3,000 labels.
Via Indipendenza, 21 - 70011 Alberobello / +39 080 432 1917 / For more info visit: ilpoetacontadino.it
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CE GLI E
M E SSAPI CA

Cibus
Cibus must be on your Apulian wish list. Located in a traditional house, you will indulge
in the best flavors of the region and dine alfresco in the inner courtyard. Soft lights and
the accommodating service will make you feel at ease, instantly. The atmosphere and
the menu celebrate the cucina povera prepared with the finest selection of produce.
Via Chianche di Scarano, 7 - 72013 Ceglie Messapica / +39 083 138 8980 / For more info: ristorantecibus.it
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L O CO ROTO N D O

Goodo
One-of-a-kind project at the edge of the old town of Locorotondo, celebrating the restoration
of an industrial building, a power station of sorts, now converted into a beautiful contemporary
restaurant. Embark on a Proustian journey that will invite your palate to rediscover new
yet authentic flavors of Apulian cuisine. Red resin tables, wooden chairs, and copper
chandeliers form an aesthetic dance to brighten up the space with a large open kitchen.
The vision? To make cuisine a democratic opportunity, thus the social table in the middle.
Via Cisternino / Via S. Pantaleo, 2/4 - 70010 Locorotondo / +391 390 7485 / For more info: goodoristorante.it
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U’ Curdunn
Tucked away in a small alley in the historic center of picturesque Locorotondo, this restaurant
has earned a name for itself in the region and a must-try for visitors in the valley. Set in the Valle
d’Itria, Locorotondo is a highlight come summer with an impressive lineup of festivals and
fireworks shows. Expect a warm and welcoming greeting and allow yourselves to be taken on
a journey into old world Puglia. Try the whole-wheat pasta bio with guanciale (beef cheek,
a delicacy in Puglia) and sample the broad bean pureè with chicory (great for vegetarians).
Via Dura, 19 - 70010 Locorotondo / +39 080 431 1433 / For more info visit: ristoranteucurdunn.it

B a r b a B a f f i e Pe l l i c c e
Literally translated to “Beard, Moustaches and Furs” the gourmet bistro bar is the
brainchild of Toto and Luciano Petronelli, two ambitious brothers who were inspired by
their extensive travels, and decided to open a dining concept in their native Locorotondo.
We’re glad they did. The result is an innovative enogastronomic experience where
mixology cocktails meet gourmet panini and craft beers. Their biodynamic wines
are enhanced by gourmet tapas and by a selection of premium cold cuts and cheese.
Via Vittorio Veneto, 1 - 70010 Locorotondo / +39 328 617 7334 / For more information visit: bbep.it
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MASSAFRA

Fr i s i n o
Experience
Set on the farmland of Masseria Mongelli-Vallenza, Frisino is a family-run agricultural company
that cultivates crops native to the land of Puglia with its own vineyard, the proud product of the
brother-sister duo, Francesco and Flavia. Following the rhythm of centuries-old olive trees the family
also produces EVO, finest quality olive oil. Every crop that rises from the earth and kissed by the
sun holds within it the soul of Puglia; the family takes special care to process every raw material
with careful tradition. Visitors can book an olive oil or wine tasting experience, a private event and
also sunset aperitifs, or a picnic with baskets available to enjoy in the vineyard or in the olive grove.
SP581 km 8 - 74016 Massafra / +39 099 888 3482 / +39 327 993 7817 / For more info visit: frisino.com
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CI STE RNI NO
Enoteca Cantina Semeraro
Enoteca Semeraro is a family-owned and managed eno-bistro located on the outskirts of Cisternino
(the drive to this place is wonderful). Wine is deeply rooted here. Led by the warmhearted and
hospitable, Pierfranco Semeraro - himself a sommelier and maestro - the vineyard cultivates Primitivo
and Malvasia reds, as well as Verdeca white and sparkling wine, all of which can be sampled over
lunch or dinner. Every bundle of grapes is handpicked using traditional methods, and once
bottled, Semeraro bonds with wine with Mozart every day for three hours. By appointment only.
Via Nino Bixio, 3 Casalini - 72014 Cisternino / +39 348 279 7370 / For more info: vinisemeraro.com

Giardini 36
An experimental kilometer-zero eatery with a wide array of generous Apulian tapas, Giardini 36 has
everything we like: style, culinary creativity, a great wine list and a promise to serve the best from their
family-run organic farm. If possible, dine at the “Table of Friendship” as it is called, or for more intimacy,
reserve your spot in the adjacent dimly lit back room with just four tables. Fresh produce becomes
mouthwatering pies and stews - an effortless delight for vegetarians while offering tasty fish and meat
options, too. The wine list features regional vineyards in concert with the gastronomic experience.
Via dei Giardini, 36 - 72014 Cisternino / +39 080 247 1829 / For more information visit: dfood.it
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Fr i s e l l A n n a
Conceived by editor-at-large for VOGUE Japan, Anna dello Russo, Frisellanna pays homage to Puglia’s
humble and rightly celebrated bagel, the frisella. Made of durum wheat flour (also made using barley),
the frisella is baked twice in the oven to obtain the golden, crunchy result. Perfect for a summer lunch
or snack, the frise are dressed in olive oil, halved tomatoes, mozzarella and light seasoning. This tiny
pop-up makes the frise on the spot for you to enjoy in the shaded courtyard with a glass of wine.
A capsule collection of kitchen and fashion accessories made by local artisans are sold on location.
Via Cellini, 24 - 72014 Cisternino / For more information visit Instagram: frisellanna.cisternino
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NO CI
Fè
Nestled in a cluster of trulli in the less-trodden town of Noci, Fè is a little gem of haute cuisine
led by the young Chef Francesco Laera. The intimate space is composed of several rooms and
can host up to 20 guests to deliver the highest quality of service and food. The chef reinterprets
traditional colors and flavors with his own twist of modernity and the high precision of a
samurai, a discipline that he mastered when he was a child. That mental strength led him to
the perfectly balanced dishes on your table that you can taste à la carte or via a tasting menu.
Via Giulio Pastore, 2 -70015 Noci / +39 080 321 5963 / +39 392 094 9150 / For more info: feristorante.it

Yu k i
You wouldn’t believe it but the man behind the counter is a students of Hirohiko Shoda and
has never stepped foot on Japanese soil. Maurizio’s personal journey led him to discover
the healing power of fresh raw food. His gift to us is Yuki. Each seasons follows a different
menu, created with the utmost care, and perfectly paired with wines and sake. Yuki holds
JETRO certification, validating the quality of raw materials from Japan and following strict
Japanese tradition. The dining maître advises guests on the most authentic combinations
and eating methods, allowing you to explore true Japanese cuisine. Booking obligatory.
Via Cap. Magg. Recchia, 24 - 70015 Noci / +39 080 494 9680 / For more info visit: yukiristorante.it
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PU TI GNANO
Scinuà
When Luigi Pugliese decided to carve his own culinary path with a new eatery, he focused
on tradition as his one core value. On the map for almost ten years now, his restaurant is a
respected address in Putignano, popular among locals and visitors. While the kitchen is small,
it offers a taste of Puglia in delightful abundance. He turns fresh organic, zero-kilometer
Apulian products into delicious meals, with a wide range of vegetarian and vegan options.
Via Santa Lucia, 18 - 70017 Putignano / +39 080 405 8430 / For more info email: scinua@hotmail.it

Angelo Sabatelli
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In our eyes, this is exactly what it means to be and have a Master in Fine Arts. Angelo Sabatelli is one
of the most renowned Italian chefs. Cooking is ingrained in his hands and mind since childhood and
after working at restaurants across the globe, Sabatelli returned to his roots, bringing ride to Apulians.
His sensational, ‘creative and intelligent contamination’ style cooking has earned him a Michelin star.
With the help of his wife and partner, Laura, the refined ace in the historic center of Putignano
where his culinary vision translates to sumptuous dishes. Minimal interiors, sturdy dining chairs
and soft lighting offset with bold culinary compositions by the Michelin- starred chef. Taste
your way through Puglia with various tasting menus that show off his masterpieces made with
Puglia’s finest raw ingredients some sourced directly from his own garden. Booking is obligatory.

Osteria Botteghe Antiche is set against the enchanting historical palace in Piazza Plebiscito, in
the beating heart of Putignano, being once the botteghe (crafts shops) headquarter. A place of
soul, passion, taste, with the great ability of the Chef Stefano D’Onghia to pay homage to tradition
reinterpreting Apulian dishes with style and creativity. The menu follows the seasonality, with a choice
of genuine ingredients from small regional producers and those belonging to Slow Food Presidia.

Via S. Chiara, 1 - 70017 Putignano / +39 080 405 2733 / For more info visit: angelosabatelliristorante.com

Piazza Plebiscito, 8 - 70017 Putignano / +39 080 491 1813 / For more info visit: bottegheantiche.com

Osteria Botteghe Antiche
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Puro

L’Osteria di Chichibio

If you’ve been to sushi kitchens around the world, then make a stop here. Sushi connoisseurs
are in for a surprise. The owners’ understanding of how sushi ought to be, and how else the raw
food experience can be is evident in the chefs’ mastery over compositions and quality - always
relying on the abundance of Puglia’s raw materials. The ‘Puro Special’ is a must-try dish composed
of ﬁve in-house masterpieces, the shrimp tartare is exquisite, and the Wagyu sashimi melts in
your mouth. Private dinners available on request on location and in-villa. Booking required.

Near the statue of Domenico Modugno, one of the greatest Italian singers, sits Osteria di
Chichibio, a notable and trustworthy restaurant in operation for the past two decades. Your
personal well-being is taken care of in every aspect. Interiors are refined, complemented
by crisp white tablecloths and kaleidoscopic lamps from local craftsman, Peppino
Campanella. You’re in for a treat with a selection of fine ingredients and generous offerings
of their fresh catch of the day, including their signature Catalan shellfish or grilled redfish.

Via San Vito 15/17 - 70044 Polignano a Mare / +39 080 403 8044 / For more info visit: puro-sushi.com

Largo Gelso, 12 - 70044 Polignano a Mare / +39 080 424 0488 / For more info visit: osteriadichichibio.it
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MO NO P OL I
Caffé del Corso
A cozy, family run café that’s open on Mondays, perfectly nestled in between all the hip
shops of Monopoli. A group of sisters alongside their parents serve clients with a smile,
rain or shine. Enjoy all-day brunch seven days a week with international favorites such as
Eggs Benedict, omelets, club sandwiches and salmon on toast. The lunch menu changes
daily depending on the season and availability and is sharing-friendly with breaded
mussels, tossed salads, baked pastas and grilled vegetables. Outdoor seating is available.
Corso Umberto I, 58 - 70043 Monopoli / +39 080 321 9778 / For more info: caffedelcorsomonopoli.it

I l B r i g a n t e Tr a t t o r i a
A sea of antipasti that hits the spot, in generous Apulian style. Il Brigante Trattoria pays homage
to traditional regional cuisine in its charming little trattoria in the historical town of Monopoli.
Whether you fancy simply-cooked fresh fish or want to journey through shared plates and a
main course (may we suggest the tagliatelle), you will appreciate the presentation and experience.
Via Cavaliere, 17 - 70043, Monopoli / +39 333 542 2888 / For more info visit Facebook: ilbrigantetrattoria
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L a L o c a n d a s u l Po r t o
Located along the picturesque promenade in the historic quarter of Monopoli, La Locanda sul Porto is
a go-to address. This tastefully-furnished ambience is the real deal with freshly-caught seafood which
you can savor alfresco in front of the port at sunset, or dine indoors which is particularly charming under
the rain. Raw fish options vary daily according to the catch-of-the-day. The restaurant prides itself on
attentive research of seasonal products, sourcing the finest in the region to create the chef ’s recipes.
Via Cristoforo Colombo 10/11 - 70043 Monopoli / +39 080 896 6580 / For more info: lalocandasulporto.it

M y Wi n e
A special find in the old town, this charming restaurant is a winner for those who appreciate
home-conceived gourmet cooking with a slow-food concept. Interiors are laid-back with
comfortable seating, ambient lighting and pleasant background music; outside are a few tables
to accommodate balmy summer nights. Good food meets good wine; all paired with the
owner’s creative eye and professional service. Absolute unmissable is the homemade gelato.
Via Cavaliere, 7 - 70043 Monopoli / +39 080 205 9095 / +39 320 367 5395 / For more info: mywineitaly.it
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L a L o c a n d a d e i Pe s c a t o r i
A hot spot for well-heeled locals in-the-know. The exposed brick walls, the pure-white-meetsseaside interiors, and the relaxed ambience invite you to begin the evening with a glass of sparkling
wine and people watch. Savor sumptuous tortellini, fresh seafood and fish specialties, with a
selection of meat-based courses for devoted carnivores. Do not miss their exquisite fried calamari.
Via Porto, 17 - 70043 Monopoli / +39 080 914 2359 / For more info visit Facebook: locandadeipescatori

Pizzeria Pulcinella
Luigi is an expert pizza master obsessed about art – his art. The Pizzeria Pulcinella project is the fruit
of the Neapolitan Ricchezza family that sought to bring real Neapolitan pizza to Puglia. Luigi even
launched a professional school for pizzaioli (pizza makers) that immediately gained international
success. Soake in the bustling Apulian atmosphere, where two traditions meet, all in a humble setting.
Via Frà Girolamo Ippolito 25-25/A - 70043 Monopoli / +39 080 246 2225 / Visit: pizzeriapulcinellamonopoli
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Metæ
Refined Mediterranean cuisine with unique touches from local and international influences.
The menu is simple but the food is wonderfully fresh with a nod to gourmet cooking. Enjoy
professional and friendly service, reliable recommendations and pairings with wine and
spirits. Rustic décor is Mediterranean fresh and inviting while aromas dance through the
space as the chef bonds the ingredients to create his culinary works. Top address in Monopoli.
Via dell’Erba, 63 - 70043 Monopoli / +39 080 246 2225 / For more info visit Facebook: MetaeMonopoli

Ava m p o s t o 1 1
Monopoli has no
food continues to
also serves tapas,
with funky music

shortage of talent; in fact, the lineup of entrepreneurs from fashion to
grow each year. Worth mentioning is Avamposto 11, a cocktail bar that
sushi and Asian Fusion dishes in a bold, botanical Mediterranean spirit
that attracts the belles and beaus of the city. Outdoor seating available.

Via G. Garibaldi, 11 - 70043 Monopoli / +39 080 619 2786 / For more info visit Instagram: Avamposto11
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Alchemico Bar e Cose

E n o t e c a I l Tr a l c i o

A hotspot right from its opening and a favorite evening scene for locals. Alchemico carries that
big-city flair with a laid-back atmosphere that attracts hip locals. The bar features a three-story
treasure trove of fine drinks – naturally the main event here - from world-class whiskies, rums
and classic spirits to local craft and wines. ‘This must be the place’ for mixology and tapas.

The reference point for wine-lovers of
quality and those wanting to learn more
about international labels and Puglia’s
wine scene. Pierluigi Pipolo opened this
boutique in 1986 and has upheld his
forward-thinking vision and creativity to
design a modern space that places history
and real traditions at the fore. Suggestive
atmosphere with tastings and fine hospitality.

Corso Pintor Mameli, 1 - 70043 Monopoli / +39 388 933 1723 / For more info Facebok: alchemico.barecose

Via Daniele Manin, 33 - 70043 Monopoli / +39 080
9301366 / For more info visit: enotecailtralcio.it

Vi n è E n o t e c a
Delve into Puglia’s wealth of vineyards and
wine labels from independent producers,
boutique, bio/organic and limited editions.
Vinè Enoteca is just the place to do that,
particularly if you have your sights set on
something specific –a bottle of unexpected
Apulian rosè makes for a great souvenir.
Via Tenente Vitti, 112/A - 70043 Monopoli / +39
329 241 3076 / Visit: vine-winebar.business.site
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Malibù Concept Store
The sister shop of the Ostuni headquarters. The space is dedicated to cutting-edge fashion and
avant-garde designs for men and women - a museum of sorts. The list of designers in stock
include Aquazzura, DonDup, Etro, Ghoud, Khrisjoy, Missoni, Max Mara, Moncler, Olivia V.,
The Attico, Vision of Super, and Zimmerman. Professional, one-on-one service approach.
Via T. Col. Pasquale Camicia 39/A - 70043 Monopoli / +39 080 802070 / For info: malibuconceptstore.it

Dante 5
Located in one of the city’s most beautiful buildings at the
Dante 5 is pretty much unmissable. The collection is proof
in the south, but is also created in the most original of
accessories for women and men. The second boutique is

entrance to the historic center,
that style not only exists here
ways. Browse fine brands and
located in the center of Bari.

Via Largo Plebiscito 13/14 - 70043 Monopoli / +39 080 5210327 / +39 080 5225595 / Visit: dante5.com
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Appartamento 54
A concept store with collections for men, women, and children, Appartamento54 plays host to
European designers inviting you to get to know new labels, styles and fashion approaches you
may not have considered previously. The lineup includes Marsem, Officina 36, Bicolo, Cecconello,
Emanuelle Vee, Lorenzo Mari, Zhoe & Tobiag, Mariuccia Milano, Paolo Pecora, and more.
Via Capitan Pirrelli 54/58 - 70043 Monopoli / +39 080 746583 / For more info visit Instagram: Uomo - Donna

Va l e n t i n a B o u t i q u e
One of those great finds in a coastal city with a special selection of feminine styles by
celebrated Italian brands such as Coccinelle, Premiata, Karl Lagerfeld, Red Valentino,
Roberto Festa, and Miriam Stella’s ethnic maxi dresses. No room in your luggage is never
an excuse: there’s always a slot for accessories or a handbag to remember Apulian nights.
Corso Umberto I, 41 & Via Garibaldi, 58 70043 Monopoli / +39 080 747705 / Visit: valentinaboutiqueshop.it
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Snkrsroom
An uber cool sneaker shop where pop art meets 1980s Lego-like interiors designed by architect
Alessandra Notarangelo, an indication that buying shoes should be fun. No less eye-catching the
collection of trainers for runners, hikers, tennis players, and fashionists as well as bags and accessories.
Corso Umberto I, 37 - 70043 Monopoli / +39 080 403 7900 / Also in Castellana Grotte / Visit: snkrsroom.com

White Street Culture
Enter street soul style with an eclectic mix of brands including Amish Supplies, Carhartt, Levi’s,
Mackintosh, Stüssy and more. Interiors are designed by architect Alessandra Notarangelo and
the boutique curators are constantly in search for the next pattern and cut: fashion in evolution.
Via Umberto I, 46 - 70043 Monopoli / +39 080 74789 / For more info visit Instagram: white_streetculture
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FAS A NO
To r r e M a i z z a G o l f
The 1,150-metre, par 27 course boasts flawlessly manicured split-level greens where golf
players can take advantage of fantastic countryside and sea views as well as excellent practice
facilities including a driving range, putting green, pitching green and practice bunker. Located
on the Rocco Forte property. The driving range gives players the chance to practice their swing
with 270-metre targets, while golfers looking to enhance their technique can book a private
lesson - available for adults and children. Golf sets, trolleys and cart rentals are available.
Contrada Coccaro - 72015 Savelletri / +39 080 482 7838 / concierge.torremaizza@roccofortehotels.com

San Domenico Golf
Home to prestigious tournaments such as the National Open and the Italian PGA
Championship, the 18-hole golf course (par 72) maximizes the gameplay experience
with the slopes of the Itria Valley on one end and views of the Adriatic Sea on the
other. Its exposure to unpredictable winds from the sea make the course particularly
challenging. Head to the Clubhouse for a cup of coffee or a fine lunch afterward.
Strada Comunale Egnazia - 72015 Savelletri / +39 0804829200 / For more info visit: sandomenicogolf.com
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R i s t o r a n t e d a S i l vè
A veritable gem in the heart of town, Silvè is a must-stop for local Fasanese traditions. Join Silvestro the
delightful host and his 69-year- old feisty mother, the queen of the kitchen. No menu hassle here; have
a seat at your table in the piazzetta and let the duo take you on a culinary journey of celebrated, local
dishes. It all starts with a generous selection of starters that continue with homemade quiches, pasta,
delectable stew, cooked vegetables and of course, mamma’s dessert. The experience is accompanied by
local wines recommended by Silvestro and culminates with a tasting of Silvestro’s homemade liquor.
Via Tinella, 18 - 72015 Fasano / Booking required / For info and reservation call: +39 331 722 6444

Fuori Menù
Fuori Menu’ is the latest addition to the Fasanese food scene. Chef Giuseppe uses fresh produce
from nearby farms and fruits of the sea to create a seasonal menu that combines traditional
and contemporary cooking with unconventional ingredients. Start off with a taste of freshlybaked bread, shared antipasti and a bottle of crisp wine. Indoor and outdoor dining available.
Corso Vittorio Emanuele, 139 - 72015 Fasano / +39 080 567 9850 / For info Facebook: FuoriMenuFasano

A l Pa l a z z o
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La Locanda di Martumè

A family run restaurant in the center of Fasano with a hidden courtyard complete with citrus
trees, perfect for outdoor dining the summer. The former stable was converted into an indoor
dining lounge with an underground wine cellar that fits three tables for more privacy. The
cooking philosophy here is to respect the earth by using its precious, raw goods to tell the story
of this beautiful land. Try the chef ’s lemon linguine with fresh shrimp and stracciatella cheese,
or the pan-fried salmon. Additional favorites include mixed fried fish, good pizza menu, and an
impressive selection of health-conscious dishes that change every season. Booking recommended.

This quaint, family-run restaurant adds much charm to the historical center of Fasano,
especially come summer, when dinner tables line the narrow road and alleyway. In this rustic
setting, overhead lights dance in the breeze and music streams from the inside in an effortlessly
charming atmosphere. Dining alfresco, enjoy traditional cuisine is inspired by the rhythm of
the seasons, with the fresh local produce, game, and dairy products. Booking recommended.

Via Roma, 87 - 72015 Fasano / +39 333 583 6117 / For more info visit: al-palazzo.com / info@al-palazzo.com

Via Santa Teresa, 36 -72015 Fasano /+39 080 332 4666 / For info visit Facebook: LocandaDiMartume
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Caffé Bella Napoli
Overlooking Piazza Ciaia, this elegant espresso and wine bar is the place to ‘see and
be seen’, particularly at ‘wine o’clock’ when locals gather for cocktails and seasonal gastronomic
treats including Beluga caviar, Cantabria anchovies and fresh oysters. The owner Donato
launched his own line of wine, MOSS, growing in vineyards in the countryside of Taranto well worth a glass or two. A recommended address for coffee, breakfast and the daily paper.
Piazza Ciaia, 7 - 72015 Fasano / +39 080 442 2464 / For more info visit Facebook: BellaNapoliFasano

Pa s t i c c e r i a Ve l l e t r i
Hailed as one of the best pastry shops in Puglia, Pasticceria Velletri has an impressive
range of cakes, pies, chocolates, sweets, croissants, Neapolitan ‘baba’ cakes, and even
gelato. Come morning, locals line up outside for their share of freshly baked bread
and sweet pastries while others enjoy their morning coffee in the outdoor sitting area.
Via F.lli Rosselli, 90 - 72015 Fasano / +39 080 441 3020 / For more info visit: pasticceriavelletri.com
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Angelini
Located in a wing of the historic Palazzo Pezzolla, Angelini English Tailor’s boutique in Fasano blends
the sobriety of English-style clothing with the best of Italian tailoring traditions, offering a selection of
high-end casual and tailored menswear, shoes, swimwear and accessories with a professional, refined and
attentive eye to detail and style. Brands include Borriello, Gallo, Barba Napoli, Entre Amis, and Church’s.
Corso V. Emanuele, 30-32 - 72015 Fasano / +39 080 441 4607 / Facebook: AngeliniEnglishTailorFasano

Cupertino
Very well-known boutique in Fasano with rotating collections of upscale clothing for men
and women that attract a network of repeat customers all year round - the sportswear
shop is just around the corner. High quality textiles, finish and ensembles make it a
pleasure to shop while the sales team provides maximum attention to each customer.
Via Forcella, 75 - 72015 Fasano / +39 0804391313 / For more information visit: cupertino.it

9 Assoluto
One look at the personal style of owner, Anna Maria, and you know you’re in good hands. Set in a
gorgeous palazzo in the center of town with original frescoed ceilings, Anna Maria offers a handpicked
collection of dreamy dresses, range of trousers from day to night, sports-chic staples, as well as
shoes and accessories. Staff is friendly and discrete allowing you to explore at ease. Labels include
D-Exterior, Manila Grace, L’autre chose, Weili Zheng, Les Coyotes de Paris, 8PM, Se-ta, and Radà.
Corso Garibaldi, 38-40 - 72015 Fasano / +39 080 968 2976 / For more info Facebook: 9Assoluto
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Marzolla Calzature

Cedro Gioielleria

The open window gallery that leads to the shop is filled with shoes for men and women, as well as a
showcase of handbags and limited accessories, so by the time you’ve walked inside there are at least three
pairs of shoes to try. Marzolla works exclusively with top suppliers that produce fine Italian shoes for
‘alta moda’ labels in Italy and across Europe. Impeccable quality, tasteful collection and pleasant service.

A historic, family-owned boutique that catered to noble families who sought out particular pieces and
continue to request advice and special orders – it’s the kind of shop that every traveler looks for when invited
to last-minute dinners or requiring repair services. Now run by Marco Cedro, the boutique sells leather
goods, silverware, writing instruments, glassware, as well as jewelry and watches for men and women.

Corso Garibaldi, 48 - 72015 Fasano / +39 080 442 6373 / For more info Facebook: MarzollaCalzature

Corso Garibaldi, 19 - 72015 Fasano / +39 080 441 3610 / For more information visit: cedrogioielleria.it
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SPE Z IA L E
Pa n t a l e o A g r o b i s t r o t
One of the things we love most about this organic farm kitchen is its setting, smack in the middle of the
countryside, surrounded by agricultural fields. Outdoor dining is a highlight here with lounge chairs
and string lights in the evening, making it a lovely spot for groups who like to dine in the open. Pantaleo
Agricoltura offers a wide assortment of organic produce sourced by local farmers and led by a young
team - if you are renting a summer home this is a great place to pick up nature’s best. What’s more, the
kitchen is vegetarian and vegan-friendly so you can enjoy the host of Apulian classics minus the FOMO.
SS16 C.da Case Sparse - 72015 Speziale / +39 339 250 9307 / For more info visit: pantaleoagricoltura.it

Il Cortiletto
The countryside trattoria as everyone imagines it: a door with rustic green blinds opens up to a proper
house that the owner (in this case, Pasquale) actually bought for himself but then decided to dip his
fingers in something more entrepreneurial, i.e., a restaurant that could welcome others into the space.
The house has a rustic look and feel with an open-air, inner courtyard lush with bougainvillea and
plants that echo the pace of rural living and traditions of life in Puglia. Begin with a selection of antipasti
before choosing from the flavorful dishes based on ingredients of the season, all prepared on the spot.
Via Lecce, 91 - 72015 Speziale / Booking recommended / For info and reservation: +39 080 481 0758
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SAVE LLE TRI
O s t e r i a d e l Po r t o
Located at the port of Savelletri, this family-run eatery is renowned for reliable quality, warm
hospitality and know-how. Recently refurbished with extended dining space, the unassuming
and laid-back restaurant offers an air-conditioned indoor space and outdoor deck-front seating
facing the marina. Booking is recommended but walk-ins are accommodated as best as possible.
Sample everything from the fresh bread and long line of appetizers to sharing first and second
dishes for the best experience. For a quick bite, the Spaghetti alle Vongole’ hits the spot every time.
Via del Porto, 19 - 72015 Savelletri / +39 338 280 5468 / For more informationa visit: osteriasavelletri.it

Luna Rossa
Luna Rossa has acquired a good name for itself in this little port town, thanks to the
owner’s friendly service, refined setup and pleasant dining experience. Marina views
offers glimpses of the sea and open-air dining provides for a sea breeze and ample people
watching. The afternoon shade at this corner location offers respite from the summer sun
with indoor seating and air conditioning available, too. Seafood is the specialty here with
a range of starters and side dishes. Open for lunch and dinner. Booking recommended.
Via Fiume, 32 - 72015 Savelletri / +339 628 0950 / For more information visit: lunarossasavelletri.it
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TOR R E CA N N E
Ciporti Cocktail & Soul
A great view of the sparkling Torre Canne coastline and the Adriatic Sea while sipping your
favorite cocktail in the golden light of the summer sunset or under the stars. Ciporti is also a nice
spot for an easy lunch with tapas, fried fish and seafood and plenty of wine and cocktails. Easy
going and very laid-back set-up. The place is also open for dinner and aperitif, following a simple
menu. They’re known for the grilled octopus sandwich - a delicious light bite on a hot summer day.
Via Eroi del Mare, 109 - 72016 Torre Canne / +39 339 449 0940 / For more info visit: ciporti.business.site

Amare
Amare is a harbor side restaurant owned by a young entrepreneur from Fasano who
also runs one of the area’s most successful live-music bars (Bloody Mary). The name
references its location ‘at sea’ and a love for the bounty of the Adriatic. A seafood hotspot,
waiters are cordial and professional even on busy summer nights, with a comfortable setup that’s suitable for families, group dinners or one-on-ones. Booking recommended.
Via Eroi del Mare, 115 - 72015 Torre Canne / +39 393 904 100 / For more info visit: amaretorrecanne.com
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CAROVI GNO

P Beach
A charming rustic beachfront restaurant and club, connected to the Paragon 500 luxury
hotel property in Ostuni. Booking is recommended for both sunbeds and tables as space
is limited. Table settings are elegance in their simplicity with a Greek vibe. The menu is
well designed with interesting suggestions as well as fresh seafood, served raw, grilled
or fried. One of our favorites: the crunchy Caesar salad. One of our favorite addresses.
Viale Tamerici, 4 - 72012 Specchiolla / +39 392 484 2914 / For more information visit: pbeach.it

C a s a l e Fe r r ov i a
Located at the most unconventional of places, this family-run restaurant has everything a traveler
loves: character, style, hospitality and ambience. Positioned at the edge of the Carovigno railroad
station and surrounded by endless olive groves is Casale Ferrovia, a 1930s olive mill converted into
a gourmet kitchen. By day, natural light dances across the windows to illuminate the star-shaped
vaults while interiors feature a mix between mismatched vintage furniture with contemporary
accents. Dinners are enjoyed outside in the open square of the warehouse. Owner, house waiter
and sommelier Giuseppe tends to the guests while his wife and chef Maria runs the culinary
show with a kitchen based on local raw provisions from the territory. Booking recommended.
Via Stazione 1, S.P. 34 - Carovigno / +39 0831 990025 / For more information visit: casaleferrovia.it
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B R INDI S I
A g o n e r a Fo o d E x p e r i e n c e
Hidden on a small side street is an interesting food experience. The doors give nothing
away, but the setting definitely does. Under star-vaulted ceilings is a team that knows
how to tell the story of every recipe behind the chefs’ creations. Aesthetics run high
and are matched by culinary bravado, the result of which makes Agonera a must-stop.
Via Pozzo Traiano, 11 - 72100 Brindisi / +39 0831 608118 / Visit: agonera-food-experience.business.site
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Pa n t a g r u e l e

Numeri Primi

A great find in the historic quarter of the city, Pantagruele is bound to become a
favorite stop in the region. Well run, friendly service and a very experienced chef that
serves homestyle cooking with heaps of love, creativity and flavor. Fish and seafood
are the protagonists although several meat options are available. Order antipasti to
share before proceeding to first or second courses. Try the ricotta ubriaca for dessert.

The first deli opened in Bari in 2009 with the vision to exhibit the best of Italian artisans in the
culinary world, and the portfolio now includes six locations including Brindisi. A high level
of service by trained professionals provides a real experience within this haute delicatessen,
with a selection of specially curated meats, fish, cheese accompanied by spreads and sauces,
as well as wines and spirits to be enjoyed in-villa while in Puglia or taken back home.

Via Salita Di Ripalta, 1 - 72100 Brindisi / +39 0831 560 605 / For more info visit Facebook: Pantagruele

Corso Garibaldi, 44 - 72100 Brindisi /+39 0831 179 1984 / For more information visit: numeriprimisrl.it
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S AL EN TO

Chiesa di Santo Stefano
Tucked in a narrow alley in old Soleto, one of the few Greek-influenced towns, the church is a blissful
triumph of late-Gothic art in the area. Sunlight shines through the Romanesque rose window gilded
with acanthus leaves over the sublime frescoes, creating an alluring atmosphere of the East. On the walls,
travelers encounter older Byzantine artwork and later Giotto-school crafts like in the Last Judgement
- a fil rouge within the stunning church in Galatina. Find out the opening times at the number below.
Via Ospedale M.G. Carrozzini - 73010 Soleto / +39 389 264 8039 / +39 0836 663133 / soletonellemura.it
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Copertino Castle
Veer off the well-beaten path and visit Copertino castle, an easy-to-miss travel site. As you
walk through the magnificent Renaissance portal, you feel instantly transported back to its
old glory days when princesses and warriors were not just a myth. The town’s giant military
architecture tells the story of bygone grandeur. The castle sits at the crossroads of several
attractive seaside destinations. Stumble upon the entirely-frescoed San Marco Chapel before
heading towards the nearby Ionian beaches for locally-caught fish and a rejuvenating swim.
Piazza Castello - 73043 Copertino / +39 0832 931612 / For more info visit: musei.puglia.beniculturali.it

Chiesa di San Pietro
Though Otranto’s largest site of historical interest is the Cathedral with its splendid mosaic, the
hidden Saint Peter’s Church remains a beauty for in the know travelers. Built in 968, it probably
was the first basilica of Otranto. The Greek cross-plan and the Byzantine-styled frescoes seal off the
influence between Salento and the East. Surreal paintings featuring holy scenes, like The Last Supper,
and the legendary passage of the Saint from the town liven up the surrounding aura of mystery.
Via San Pietro - 73028 Otranto / For more info visit: comune.otranto.le.it/basilica-bizantina-di-san-pietro

Pa l a z z o Ta m b o r i n o C e z z i
Discover the history behind one of Lecce’s noble families and urban residence, the
neoclassical Palazzo Tamborino Cezzi. Fernando Cezzi, a descendant of the aristocratic
dwelling and passionate storyteller, will accompany you along a journey back through
time. He will unveil the theatrical exedra that opens to a lush garden, guide you across
Art Nouveau salons and the Wunderkammer, manuscripts, period costumes, Pompeian
red walls, and film-set ambiences. Just imagine how fabulous a gala dinner could be here.
Via G. Paladini, 50 - 73100 Lecce / +39 333 521 3056 / For more info visit: rossopompeiano.com
Email: info@palazzotamborinocezzi.it / For further information Instagram: palazzo_tamborino_cezzi
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Abbey of Santa Maria di Cerrate
Embraced by olive groves and fruit orchards, ancient legends surrounds the Abbey of Santa
Maria di Cerrate, a Romanesque-style site sitting near Lecce. The 11th century Byzantine
worshipping nest was converted into an olive-processing farm. Its partially-frescoed walls
echo with Norman aristocrats, religious apparitions, fugitive monks, manuscripts, and hardworking farming days. History geeks will appreciate wandering through here, but it’s not hard
for anyone to succumb to the FAI (National Trust) site’s staggering grandeur and aura of mystery.
Strada Provinciale 100 Squinzano - Casalabate, km. 5.900 - 73100 Lecce / +39 0832 361176
For more info visit: fondoambiente.it/abbazia-di-santa-maria-di-cerrate / faicerrate@fondoambiente.it

P u n t a Pa l a s c i a L i g h t h o u s e
If dreamy spots are your raison d’être, Punta Palascìa is an unmissable place for early birds catching
the sunrise, photography connoisseurs, and avid picnic goers. Located on Italy’s most easterly point,
the lighthouse is perched on crumpled cliffs that hug the Adriatic and Ionian coasts. Punta Palascìa
lighthouse offers dramatic views of the deep-blue sea atop the terrace (temporarily shut for maintenance
work). If you are lucky, on clear mornings you can spot the hazy silhouette of Albania across the sea.
SP 87 - 73028 Otranto / For more info visit: comune.otranto.le.it/faro-di-palascia / apuliastories@gmail.com
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Acaya
Far from the well-trodden tourist trails, the sleepy medieval village of Acaya lies in the shade of Lecce,
some 6 miles north. Built after the utopian model of an ‘ideal town’ by Gian Giacomo dell’Acaya
to protect the village from the Turks, Acaya is the idyllic town for creatives wishing to put their
urban lives on hold and find inspiration. Get lost in the tiny web of alleys, visit the castle and take
in the beauty until sunset sipping rosé at Al Castello before heading to one of the local trattorias.
Acaya - 73029 Vernole / For more information and Castle tour booking visit: comunedivernole.it/Acaya

Alessano
The slow-paced village of Alessano would be overrun with tourists if it was somewhere else. Birthplace of
Don Tonino Bello, the town flourished under the Norman and Gonzaga’s rule. Archaeology-lovers will
stumble upon the Renaissance palaces in the old town and the hypogeum oil mills in nearby Macurano
and Montesardo, hamlets of Salento’s legendary history. Enjoy an alfresco aperitif at Da Eleonora
shaded by the 1500s Palazzo Ducale, where you can experience a night’s sleep to admire the interiors.
Alessano - 73031 / For more info visit: comune.alessano.le.it / For info about events: alessano.info/eventi

Tall rushes, bamboo, Mediterranean bushes, and trees line the path with ponds and a wild coastline
in view. The wind gently blows the branches and birds sing loudly, but only a few free-spirited visitors
will cross your path as you walk or cycle among the fragrant plants, pines, and herbs. Thanks to
land reclamation and the WWF trust this former malaria-endemic wetland is now a natural state
reserve rich in biodiversity. WWF-led visits are highly recommended through advance booking.

One of most charming towns in the province of Gallipoli. Here, neolithic era huts were discoverd
by archaeologists as well as evidence of human settlements well before this period. Even the
Greeks, Messapic tribes, and Romans lived here, where they minted coins of the empire. Going
from prehistory to contemporary Parabita, visitors can wander the historic center dotted with
palaces and beautiful houses with lush courtyards such as Palazzo Ferrari and Palzzo Castriota.
You’ll also find a former sanctuary, now a basilica dedicated to Santa Maria della Coltura where
Byzantine, Gothic and Romanesque elements grace the walls and floors. Just outside town is
the Grotta delle Veneri where archaeologists found the famous Venus treasures, female statues
carved in horse bone and symbolizing fertility, that date back to 18,000 B.C. These relics can now
be admired at the National Archaeology Museum of Taranto (MARTA), well worth a visit for the
region’s rich archaeological heritage. At the Museo del Vino you’ll be guided through the history of
winemaking in Salento. And if you’ve ever wondered where the ‘puccia’ bread is frrom (similar to
Middle Eastern ‘pita’ bread), you’ll find its origins here with a dedicated festival called Sagra della
Puccia. Take a seat at one of the bars at Piazza Primo and people-watch as the daylights turn to night.

Masseria Cesine - 73029 Vernole / +39 329 831 5714 / For more info visit: riservalecesine.it / lecesine@wwf.it

Where to stay in Parabita: Casa Mezz’aria / For info visit: casamezzaria.com / info@casamezzaria.com

R i s e r va N a t u r a l e L e C e s i n e
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C a s t e l l o d i Tu t i n o
Abandoned for the past 70 years, the charming 1400s Castle of Tutino has been revitalized
thanks to the renowned film director Edoardo Winspeare. The life of the slow-paced
village has always revolved around the Castle, today its giant walls welcome locals and
travelers who share the passions of good food and performing arts. Imagine sitting
in the walled garden treating yourself to a sublime dinner with handpicked produce
entertained by admirable music performances or dance shows. Booking mandatory.
Piazza Castello dei Trane - 73039 Tutino / For more info visit: castelloditutino.it / info@castellotutino.it

C a s t e l d i S a l ve
The noble Winspeare family established this winery in 1885. One century later, the fifthgeneration took up the abandoned winery to keep the ancestors’ mission alive, which now attracts
international visitors to the sleepy town of Depressa. The wine-making process is executed with
detailed attention to each variety of grape, sharpened on local wines and blends. A tour and tasting
is suggested and don’t leave without trying their stock of Armécolo or Lady Killer for the bitter souls.
Via G.Salvemini, 32 - 73039 Depressa di Tricase / +39 0833 771041 / casteldisalve.com / info@casteldisalve.com
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L e M i l l e Vo g l i e
Besides the historic heritage of Specchia, one of Italy’s most beautiful towns, little is said
about the town’s own “world’s best panettone” (a traditional Christmas cake) made by
Giuseppe Zippo’s. As a child Zippo spent his afternoons at the side of the ‘allu mesciu’
(the pastry master). Little did he know that one day, he would become an award-winning
pastry chef in the same shop where it all started. Le Mille Voglie is an effortless delight for
sweet-toothed foodies with an eye for handpicked produce. Don’t leave without a gelato.
Via Roma - 73040 Specchia / +39 0833 536200 / +39 328 864 3481 / For more info visit: le1000voglie.it

La Dolce Arte
This petite dessert-only bar is always buzzing with tempting the palates of both local and
international visitors who seek out genuine flavors. Hearty pastry chef and owner Roberto
Donno has expanded the classic ice cream and pastry-case repertoire. Glistening tarts, mouthwatering delicacies, and colorful ice creams almost look too beautiful to eat. Besides the
luscious fior di latte, go for less expected treats including pizzica (extra-dark chocolate with
chili) or capasa (figs and almonds) gelato. Those with gluten-free diets are also taken care of.
Via Giuseppe Garibaldi, 31 - 73020 Cutrofiano / +39 0836 515073 / For more info visit: dolceartesalento.com
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Fo n d a z i o n e L e C o s t a n t i n e
Le Costantine Foundation is the epitome of female, entrepreneurial Italian excellence.
It all started with three noblewomen from Salento, the Starace’s sisters, their cousin, and
their desire to set up an education and agricultural center in 1982. The vibrant atelier
houses and precious looms created the fabrics that graced the covers of many international
publications after the 2021 Dior show. Despite the foundation’s success, the institution
decided to stay quietly and peacefully among olive groves. Taste their home-grown
organic produce at the in-house restaurant serving the best quality of cucina povera.
Via Costantine, 2 - 73020 Uggiano la Chiesa / +39 0836 812110 / For more info visit: lecostantine.eu

Fo s c o l o
In the spotlight is an 1800s palazzo in the town of Matino known for its fine cuisine. The elegant venue
reflects the food and art connection shared by the forward-looking pair of owners. Contemporary
artworks signed by Burri, Guttuso, and Nespolo enhance the ambiance and coexist harmoniously
with the haute cuisine creations of Chef Gabriele Bilotta. Start with the blissful Uovo Royale and
continue with Risotto alle Ostriche to taste mouth-watering native and Northern Italian produce.
Via Ugo Foscolo, 15 - 73046 Matino / +39 366 8719532 / + 39 0833 217857 / For more info: foscoloristorante.it
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Ristorante Lilith
The secret formula behind the evergreen Lilith, set in a charming Masseria in Lecce’s rural countryside,
is the capability of the Tramis family to evolve with the times. The current third generation
has brought some fresh air, while still maintaining the idea that ‘old is gold’. Hence the idea of
‘Laboratorio in Masseria’ where innovation compliments local tradition, starting with the produce.
Bread made with ancient grains by nonna Carmela morphs into fanciful creations by the young
chef Matteo Romano, like bottoni filled with guinea fowl and potatoes, fava beans, and marzotica.
Agriturismo Masseria Copertini - 73029 Vernole / +39 393 996 2150 / For more info visit: ristorantelilith.it

O r i g a n o - C i b o e Vi n o
Back to nature living is the mantra behind the brothers Marangelli’s well-established winery Menhir,
reinforced by the recent addition of an organic farm which supplies ingredients to the osteria. Set
in the under-the-radar village of Minervino di Lecce, the convivial venue offers seafood preparations
alongside appetizing seasonal farm-based dishes, with a gourmet touch. Framed in the laid-back
yet curated garden of their 18th century mansion, a friends’ gathering or a dinner-for-two would
fit perfectly here. There is also a great opportunity to pair each dish with various house wine labels.
Via Giuseppina Scarciglia, 18 - 73027 Minervino di Lecce / +39 339 532 5877 / For info visit: menhirsalento.it
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Primo Restaurant
The talented 25-year-old Chef Solaika Marrocco is quickly attracting nationwide attention with
her nouvelle vague cuisine at Primo, which she’s tenaciously masterminded since 2017. The
excellent delivery of the dishes starts from in-depth research on produce which is homegrown
at the newly- created garden and farm, PrimOrto. When you taste the chef ’s classic dish,
frisella salentina, you experience for yourself her grandfather’s morning ritual as it was lovingly
prepared by her grandmother. Chef Marrocco’s dishes, like parmigiana or animelle (sweetbreads),
celebrate the flavors and traditions of Salento before diving into her gastronomical creations.
Via 47° Reggimento Fanteria, 7 - 73100 Lecce / +39 0832 243802 / For more info visit: primorestaurant.it

Le Macàre
Le Macàre, the Salentine term for ‘witches’, were well known for their spells as per local tradition.
Today, Daniela Montinaro is the ‘macàra’ in the kitchen of her family-run restaurant. Seasonal, local
ingredients dictate the menu, as well as the chefs’ creativity that keeps a keen eye on tradition. Make
sure you taste the lighter version of parmigiana with almonds, pine nuts, and burrata - an explosion of
flavor. A cozy atmosphere, an incredible feast for all palates, and a smiling team makes it a must-visit.
Via Mariana Albina, 140 - 73011 Alezio / +39 0833 282192 / +39 329 617 6084 / For info visit: lemacare.it
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Laltrobaffo
When asked where to have seafood in Otranto, this location is often referred to as ‘the best’.
On a modernly furnished terrace next to the castle, chef Cristina Conte’s skilled treatment of
sublime, fresh fish will be a delight to one and all. Her long-standing devotion to food gives
new life to how seafood is prepared, while still giving a subtle but firm nod to the past. This is
evident in dishes such as squid cooked at 65-degrees, artichokes and dried mullet roe. The sea
urchin carbonara is sensational, and the wine list does not disappoint. Booking recommended.
Via Cenobio Basiliano, 23 - 73028 Otranto / +39 0836 801636 / For more information visit: laltrobaffo.com

G u s t a vo R i s t o r o
Set in a quaint villa on a tranquil side road, Gustavo Ristoro mostly goes unnoticed. Carmela
and Gigi are the wizards behind this authentic nook for gourmands. Go for a country feast
with a literal farm-to-table offering. A tribute to grandmother’s recipes and Mother Earth
with contemporary twists, this menu will please both vegetarians and non. Taste the seasonal
and funky creations alfresco or in the greenhouse-style dining room when it’s a little breezier.
Via Gallipoli, 48 - 73044 Galatone / +39 345 615 5711 / For more information visit: gustavoristoro.it

I l Te m p o N u ovo
Far down in the tip of Salento, the finest gourmet retreat is Il Tempo Nuovo, the in-house
restaurant of Ugento Castle. Chef Tommaso Sanguedolce serves elevated interpretations of
Apulian cuisine using all local ingredients, with herbs and vegetables sourced from the walled
centuries-old garden. His ‘new time’ cuisine mixes well with the glass-floored vaulted room
revealing a Norman Tower and the Chef ’s Table in the modernist open kitchen. Live it up in
this charming castle and savor the freshly-caught seafood served alfresco amidst a fruit orchard.
Castello di Ugento, Via Castello 13 - 73059 Ugento / +39 333 914 2242 / For more visit: castellodiugento.com
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Bros’
The vision of spritely chef Floriano Pellegrino (first Michelin star in Salento) and talented pastry
chef Isabella Potì is an ode to the rugged produce of their homeland. Their eight-course or
thirteen-course tasting menu (select upon booking) changes every season and takes you straight
into an avant-gardist haven. It’s Bros’ universe: they invent, deconstruct and recalibrate almostforgotten textures and recipes to deliver a nutritious plate of whimsical flavors. Dining here
is undiluted entertainment, from the quirky take-aways to the theatrical Piccola Pasticceria.
Via degli Acaya, 2 - 73100 Lecce / +39 0832 092601 / Visit: pellegrinobrothers.it / welcome@brosrestaurant.it

Roots
Young yet visionary is Roots, the upscale Trattoria owned by resolute entrepreneurs Floriano
Pellegrino and Isabella Potì. Located in Scorrano, Roots is their bucolic dream to stay
grounded and level up the authentic Apulian cuisine, a place where tradition goes ‘glocal.’
There’s a set and a seasonal menu which showcases vegetarian-friendly antipasti, generous
portions, homemade bread, and fresh fish on Fridays. From ciceri e tria to parmigiana,
the chefs celebrate farm-to-table products reminiscent of grandmothers’ treasured
recipes. Pizza enthusiasts should not miss the pop culinary experience on Sunday night.
Strada Provinciale - 73020 Scorrano / +39 351 661 5513 / pellegrinobrothers.it / welcome@rootstrattoria.it
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Fa r m a c i a B a l b o a
Set in the old pharmacy of Tricase, the pared-back bar is the hangout of a talented trio: Taylor
Hackford (Helen Mirren’s husband), Francesco Winspeare (renowned winemaker), and a local
entrepreneur. Mixologists compete for attention with daring combinations of spirits, local beers,
and fortified wines from the co-owner’s winery. Their ‘prescriptions’ are a surprise each season
- last year’s inspiration came from movies and actors. You could be in a Tornatore movie set but
with Helen Mirren potentially sitting next to you, cheering with her to “Helen’s Hanky Panky”.
Piazza Pisanelli, 24 - 73039 Tricase / +39 0833 772585 / For more info visit: farmaciabalboabar.com

1000 Misture
Named after Elvezio Grassi’s book, Italian’s greatest mixology mastermind, 1000 Misture is a
maximalist tribute to a Forties Italian bar. Despite the retro interiors, the bar is the real deal:
opened in 2018, you’ll find it among Italy’s best cocktail bars. Drinks are impeccable - whether
old-school-inspired cocktails or seasonal funkier concoctions of homemade foams and syrups
mixed with local flora. There’s a large selection of vermouth for fans of the scents. The bartender
at the herbalist counter and the ‘40s era jazz playing redefine Apulia’s definition of cool.
Via F. A. Astore, 9 - 73042 Casarano / +39 345 617 9335 / For more visit Instagram: 1000misture_casarano
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L i b r e r i a d e l M a r e b y Pa l a z z o P r e s t a
Hidden in the ground floor library of the whimsical Palazzo Presta, Libreria del Mare
is a members-only club with a name that pays tribute to local authors’ stories on Salento. A
doorman asks for the membership card (request through the below-mentioned email)
and the password chosen among the characters of the library books. Once inside, you can
sample sophisticated spirits, whiskeys and creative cocktails too. Choose your own from the
handwritten list tucked in the pages of quaint old books. An unexpected hideout in Gallipoli.
Via Garibaldi, 29 - 73014 Gallipoli / +39 0833 261775 / For more information visit: palazzopresta.it

Fa r m a c i a d e i C o n t e n t i
‘Sink or swim’ was not a choice for Farmacia dei Contenti, a cocktail bar turned distillery during the
pandemic in a bid to offer deliveries. Their whimsical alcoholic concoctions have reached everyone’s
home, sent in 100ml Dadaist-inspired bottles, ready to drink after opening. Your Negroni or Pink
Martini will bloom out of home-brewed botanicals gently soaked in clay pots. If you’re craving food with
your drink, dine next door at the restaurant Farmacia dei Sani to pair the elixir with innovative dishes.
Piazza del Popolo, 14 - 73049 Ruffano / +39 347 135 1498 / For more information visit: farmaciadeisani.eu
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Cantine Duca Carlo Guarini
The aristocratic Cantina in Scorrano is a destination in itself but it’s surrounded by endless roads
dotted by olive trees and a centuries-old palace. When you sip the handcrafted Primitivo or
Negroamaro, you are bound to a 900-year-old family’s expertise whose innovation lies in interesting
fermentations and organic production of wine, oil, and food served during the tastings and at
the bucolic in-house restaurant. Guarini’s eclecticism sparkles with the landlady Lucia Mancini,
an accomplished ceramist, whose home workshop is open to creatives. Booking mandatory.
Via G. Sindaco, 54 - 73020 Scorrano / +39 0836 460257 / For more information visit: ducacarloguarini.it

A n a m Te r r a c e
Located at one of the most beautiful beaches in Puglia - Cala di Acquaviva - this Salentinean
beach club and seafront restaurant has a sublime position, overlooking the crystal waters and
hidden from the main road with nothing but greens and blues to highlight your day. There are
indoor and outdoor seating arrangements with shaded and sun-drenched spots for every mood
and traveler. Decked in all-wood and natural materials such as linens, white cotton pillows and
poufs, this spot is great for easy-breezy daybreaks at the sea, sunset cocktails, and seafront dinners.
Via Litoranea, 77 - 73030 Marina di Marittima 73030 Diso / +39 392 908 4279 / Instagram: anamterrace
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Appia Appia
Created by two German ladies, both with a knack for interior design and enamored by a vibrant
Salento town. ‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’ turned real for Katrin and Katherina, the creative
duo behind Appia Appia’s concept store in Nardò. A Mecca for ‘modern Mediterranean lifestyle’
seekers, the store is home to the finest curated crafts sourced locally and internationally.
An eye-catching kaleidoscope of colors and cultures embodying the essence of Salento is
expressed in the store’s wares and name which is dedicated to the ancient Roman road.
Via Lata, 72 - 73048 Nardò / +39 327 786 1768 / For more info visit: appiaappia.com / shop@appiaappia.com

Vi c o d e i B o l o g n e s i
Vico dei Bolognesi is the gateway to the most sought-after design and fashion collections in Lecce.
Framed by the vibrant Baroque atmosphere, nothing is casual on the three levels of the concept
store, owned by the Bolognese-born Betocchi family. Ethics and taste are the perks of each product
displayed in the unique space, spanning from lighting and ceramics to Tibetan-cashmere sweaters.
Housed in the historical Palazzo Personè, enjoy a lunch break at their next-door bistro after shopping.
Via Matteotti, 22a - 73100 Lecce / +39 0832 301417 / For more information visit: vicodeibolognesi.com
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La Bottega di Giuseppe Indino
The pervasive artisan spirit runs through Salento peninsula down to Cape Leuca. Set in the
under-the-radar village of Lucugnano, Giuseppe Indino has been mastering ceramics and
arte figula (the traditional art of molding clay on a lathe) for the past thirty years. Artistic
souls can get lost for hours in his Bottega, a thrumming workplace where all his soughtafter creations (displayed in his showroom just around the corner) are patiently shaped.
Showroom: Corso Garibaldi, 20 - 73030 Lucugnano / +39 0833 784249 / Laboratory: Via p. S. Mancini, 2
73030 Lucugnano / +39 0833 784138 / For more info visit Instagram: labottegadigiuseppeindino

Mosaico Artigiano - Matteo Russo
If you think mosaic is an outdated technique, a visit to the playful lab of Matteo Russo in Parabita will
be a mind-altering experience. Although his portfolio boasts international awards and collaborations
to major works, such as the decoration of a chapel in France and the restoration of the majestic floor
in the Cathedral of Otranto, the artist felt the need to create personal collections of contemporary
mosaic art. The millennial-old technique breathes new life into ultimate pieces of design.
Via Gaetano Vinci, 72 - 73052 Parabita / +39 347 454 8092 / For more information visit: mosaicoartigiano.it
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Radicenomade
Joys, jewels, treasures: they all describe Isabella Faggiano’s unique pieces to perfection.
Being the mind and the creative hand of Radicenomade, she brings her ideas to life in
her home in Atelier in San Cesario di Lecce. Faggiano, an architect in Rome and a set
and costume designer, brings Mother Nature into her delicate creations. Bees, butterflies,
hummingbirds gain new life in her act of kindness to salvage abandoned treasures from
oblivion. In an invitation to reminisce, each charming jewel genuinely finds its way home.
Via Ferrovia, 27 - 73016 San Cesario di Lecce / +39 380 510 0390 / For info visit Instagram: radicenomade

Atika
The rather unpretentious exterior of the boutique echoes Antonio Franco’s soul, the globetrotting fashion designer who brought fresh air to haute couture in Lecce. Strongly inspired
by exotic textures and exuberant colors from his travels, his collection, influenced by the
1920s to the 1960s era, adds a bon-ton touch to classically-styled women. His creative
bolt hole is a hodgepodge of vintage luggage and bags, tailored dresses, black-andwhite photography, scissors and gauzes with a lure to the East, as the name Atika evokes.
Via Francesco Rubichi, 13 - 73100 Lecce / +39 0832 308428 / For more info Instagram: antoniofranco.sartoria
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Ceramiche Branca
Aspiring artists and curious travelers alike will appreciate this charming Salentinean ceramic
workshop, where, alongside admiring the works of maestro Agostino Branca, you can dive
your hands into some raw material and feel your way through to create something of your own,
following traditional pottery techniques born in Salento. Masestro Branco will tell you the story
behind the shapes and designs of Salento’s famous ceramics which have remained utterly timeless
and ever contemporary. The studio first opened its doors in 1987 and has since become an address
for authentic, high-end ceramic making, with a rich collection of dishware and home decor.
Via Tempio, 32 - 73039, Tricase / For more info visit: brancaceramiche.com / Instagram: ceramiche_branca

Kiasmo
Vincenzo D’ Alba’s visionary collections involving design, fashion, art, and architecture, have
been gracing the covers of international publications since 2011 with the unmistakable brand
Kiasmo. Modernist lookout through international experiences and loyalty to traditions are
the core values behind the Italian-made utmost-desired artifacts. Bags, dishes, tables, vases,
to name a few, are all available exclusively in the online store, but you can have a sneak peek
visiting the contemporary headquarters in the village of Torrepaduli. Booking required.
Via Castello, 6 - 73040 Torrepaduli / +39 0833 69 21 72 / For more info visit: kiasmo.it / info@kiasmo.it
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L a Te s s i t u r a C a l a b r e s e
When it comes to traditional craftsmanship, Calabrese’s family has been a cornerstone in
Southern Italy since 1972. Skilled weavers’ hands work in conjunction with modern jacquard
looming machines to craft innovative and fine products defined by floaty textiles, fresh
design, and trendy color choices. The family-run tessitura (textile shop) in Tiggiano houses
the entire production holding on to the founder Antonia and her pioneering vision. Silk,
pure linen, valenciennes, sateen enriches home interiors up-to-date going international.
Via Provinciale per Alessano, 42 - 73030 Tiggiano / +39 0833 531132 / For more info visit: tessituracalabrese.it

Salentum I Profumi
Memorable gifts from your vacation can be scored at the well-appointed fragrance shops
Salentum i Profumi throughout the peninsula, but make sure you step into the iconic one
in Gallipoli housed in an old pharmacy. Using locally sourced ingredients like citrus fruits,
prickly pear, pomegranate, and olives, the brand’s challenging mission to recreate the
Mediterranean scent in a 100ml bottle is fully accomplished. An in-depth research on the highest
quality plants carefully carried out by Dr. Sindaco is the secret formula behind your elixir.
Antica Farmacia, Via Antonietta de Pace 59 - 73014 Gallipoli / +39 0833 341449 / salentumiprofumi.com
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BOUTIQUE HOTELS
R E S O RT S
PRIVATE VILLAS & MASSERIAS
NEW OPENINGS

From converted ancient caves to sleek spaces;
from gourmet chic to uncompromising traditional
cuisine; from sprawling countryside views to
seafront vistas, VIA shares a handpicked selection
of exceptional properties across the region, each
of which promise to welcome you home with
open arms and extend signature southern Italian
hospitality with contemporary comforts, thoughtful
amenities, and helpful services. Travel with VIA.
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H OT E L S
Castello di Ugento
Via Castello, 13 - 73059 Ugento / castellodiugento.com

C o n ve n t o d i S a n t a M a r i a d i C o s t a n t i n o p o l i
Via Convento - 73030 Marittima / ilconventopuglia.com

G l i O r t i d i M a l va
Via le Ripe, 122/128 - 71010 Peschici / gliortidimalva.it

Grand Hotel Costa Brada
Litoranea Sud km 3 - 73014 Gallipoli / grandhotelcostabrada.it

Il Borgo dei Lecci
Viale del Leccio, 33 - 72015 Selva di Fasano / borgodeilecci.it

Il Melograno
Contrada Torricella, 345 - 70043 Monopoli / melograno.com
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H OT E L S
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La Suite Matera Hotel & Spa

M a s s e r i a Tr a p a n a

Via Lucana, 137 - 75100 Matera / lasuitematera.com

Strada vicinale Masseria Trapanà, 9 - 73100 Lecce / trapana.com

Masseria Mongiò dell’Elefante

Pa l a z z o B o z z i C o r s o

Località Baia dei Turchi - 73028 Otranto / masseriamongio.com

Via Umberto I, 38 - 73100 Lecce / palazzobozzicorso.com

Masseria Muzza

Pa l a z z o B N

Contrada Fontanelle, 80 - 73028 Otranto / masseriamuzza.com

Via XXV Luglio - 73100 Lecce / palazzobn.com

M a s s e r i a Po t e n t i

Pa l a z z o D a n i e l e

Contrada Potenti, snc - 74024 Manduria / masseriapotenti.it

Corso Umberto I, 60 - 73034 Gagliano del Capo / palazzodaniele.com

M a s s e r i a P r o s p e r i L u x u r y B o u t i q u e Fa r m

Pa l a z z o D o n n a E l i s a b e t t a

SP 366 km 23 - 73028 Otranto / masseriaprosperi.it

Via Schiavoni Carissimo, 37 - 74024 Manduria / donna-elisabetta.com

M a s s e r i a S a n G i ova n n i

Pa l a z z o G u i d o

Contrada Ottava - 72015 Fasano / masseriasangiovanni.it

Via Conte Gaufrido, 3 - 73100 Lecce / palazzoguido.com
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Pa l a z z o G a r z i a
Piazza Aldo Moro 23, 73024 Maglie / palazzogarzia.com

Pa l a z z o M a r g h e r i t a Fa m i l y C o p p o l a H i d e a wa y s
Corso Umberto I, 64 - 75012 Bernalda / familycoppolahideaways.com

Pa l a z z o P r e s t a
Via Garibaldi, 29 - 73014 Gallipoli / palazzopresta.it

Pa l a z z o S a n t ’ A n n a L e c c e
Vico del Pittaccio, 4 - 73100 Lecce / palazzosantannalecce.com

Pa r a g o n 7 0 0 ’ B o u t i q u e H o t e l & S p a
Largo Michele Ayroldi Carissimo, 14 - 72017 Ostuni / paragon700.com

S a n t a Ve n e r e M a r a t e a
Via Conte Stefano Rivetti, 1, 85046 Maratea / santavenere.it
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Aq u a t i o C a ve L u x u r y R e s o r t & S p a

M a s s e r i a Te n u t a M o s è

Via Conche, 12 - 75100 Matera / aquatiohotel.com

SP53 snc - 73017 Sannicola / tenutamose.it

Histò Relais San Pietro sul Mar Piccolo

M a s s e r i a To r r e M a i z z a

Via Santandrea Circummarpiccolo - 74123 Taranto / relaishisto.it

Contrada Coccaro - 72015 Savelletri / roccofortehotels.com

H o t e l L a Pe s c h i e r a

Montirò Resort

Contrada Losciale, 63 Frazione Capitolo - 70043 Monopoli / peschierahotel.com

SP74, 18 - 73040 Castrignano del Capo / montirohotel.com

La Fiermontina Urban Resort in Lecce

Naturalis Bio Resort & Spa

Piazzetta De Summa Scipione, 4 - 73100 Lecce / lafiermontina.com

Via Traglia, Contrada Ulive Grandi - 73025 Martano / naturalisbioresort.com

Masseria Calderisi

Pa l a z z o D u c a l e Ve n t u r i - L u x u r y R e l a i s & We l l n e s s

Strada Comunale Sarzano, 12/A - 72015 Fasano / masseriacalderisi.com

Via Podgora, 60 - 73027 Minervino di Lecce / palazzoducaleventuri.com

Masseria Prosperi

Vi vo s a R e s o r t

SP 366 km 23 - 73028 Otranto / masseriaprosperi.it

Loc. Fontanelle - 73059 Ugento / vivosaresort.com
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P R I VAT E V I L L A S
& MASSERIAS

C a s a O l i ve t t a
Contrada Cinera - 72017 Ostuni / casaolivetta.com

Masseria Lamacoppa
Contrada Lamacoppa - 72017 Ostuni / lamacoppa.com

Pe t t o l e c c h i a C o l l e c t i o n - L a R e s i d e n z a
Contrada Strada Comunale Pignatta Pettolecchia - 72015 Fasano / pettolecchialaresidenza.it

Pe t t o l e c c h i a C o l l e c t i o n - L a P i c c o l a
Strada Comunale Pignatta Pettolecchia snc - 72015 Fasano / pettolecchialapiccola.it

T h e Vi l l a s a t B o r g o E g n a z i a
Strada Comunale Egnazia - 72015 Savelletri / borgoegnazia.com
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NEW OPENINGS
Dimora Sighé
Via Gonfalone, 73031 Alessano / sighecollection.com

Distilia Dimora Salentina
Via Dante Alighieri, 46, 73016 San Cesario di Lecce / distilia.it

Pa l a z z o L e c c e
Via Roberto Caracciolo 20, Lecce / palazzolecce.it

Pa l a z z o L u c e
Via Del Palazzo dei Conti di Lecce, 4, 73100 Lecce / palazzolucelecce.com

Pa l a z z o M a r e s g a l l o
Via Guglielmo Paladini, 10, 73100 Lecce / palazzomaresgallo.com

/
Contact us for special rates, extra perks and access to executive travel services
that will upgrade your journey.
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VIA is an annual magazine, conceived and fully produced in Puglia. The first pilot issue launched
in the spring of 2019. VIA Magazine aims to be the go-to resource for discerning, international
luxury travelers on holiday in Puglia, offering reliable information and suggestions for exploring
the region, and a source of inspiration for aspiring visitors. The magazine showcases Apulian
champions in arts, culture, design, architecture, gastronomy, wellbeing, hospitality, fashion,
entrepreneurship, and a travel guide that highlights a handpicked selection of the best locations
in Puglia. Copyright@2020. All rights reserved. All information provided was correct during
the time of publication. Reproduction in whole or in part is strictly prohibited without written
consent from the publisher and editor-in-chief. Articles reflect the opinions of the authors,
and do not necessarily represent the opinion of the publisher. Unless provided by content
partners, VIA Magazine has paid for and/or sourced photography on-request for the travel and
lifestyle editorials. Please send your feedback and comments to editorial@via-magazine.com
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